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The man who keeps his money in the bank while he has plenty
creates a friend In the bank to whom he can tom when he has little.
Having confidence in this bank begets Its confidence in you,
and we can’t, any of ua. get very far on the road to success without giving and receiving confidence.
This bank lias fairly earned your confidence through twenty*
five years of square dealing and helpful service.
It will appreciate your account, check, savings or safe deposit.

fhe winter in Boston, stopped off
Bangor for a few days’ visit before
coming to Ellsworth.
At a meeting of the Village improvement society Saturday afternoon, the
question of appropriating money for the

SJ

Lakewood:
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city

chorus has been

OF ELLSWORTH.

I

April 14, 1912.

Wrst—7.18 a m; 4.14,6.26 p m.
East-11.06, 11.57 a m; 5.47,10.52 p
MAIL CLOSES AT

in

hard

work at

m.

POSTOPPICR

hour before mail closes.
at 8.11 a m; leaves 5.20
p ro. Mail closes at p o for 6.20 train at 4.50 p m.
Postofflee open on Snnday from 9 to 10 a m.

Absolate security, absolute permanency, conservative management and
the foundation upon which this bank
guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for the estates of persons deceased. The reasons w-hy its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. Trust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies hi the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
State banking department.
1
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and
every
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with

“

to

Actual work of construction has comon the postoffice extension.
A
large crew is busy excavating for the
basement, and for the new course for the

Money in the Bank"

look*

good

good

to the

to

There will be no rehearsal of the Ellsworth festival chorus this week.

you; it also make* your credltlook
with whom yon do business,

brook

C. I. Staples has sold his automobile to
Chester Norris, and purchased a new one.

people

enable* you to do business right and ecoYOUR money in this strong, carefully-managed bank, subject to your payment by
check, offers every safeguard and convenience for
your funds. Ask to-day how we make banking
by mail easy.

to the Jordan

homestead

on

the

the winter with her

Surry

son

|

who

has

spent

mother in

SPECIAL BARGAIN\
For Saturday Only
new

50c tie, which includes
for

spring numbers,

only

I

sortment is

and

while the

day,
good—Saturday, May
come

a

few weeks

Ellsworth,

II

1912,

as-

at

diverted

The

luncheon at

Monday

Odd

arranged
lor the purpose of meeting Joe Mitchell
of
the
National
Chappie,
Magazine, came
off on schedule time, and was a mighty
good luncheon, but the guest of honor
did not appear. Word was received during the forenoon from Portland that some
hitch in the arrangements would prevent
his getting here. Of course this was a
great disappointment, but appetites were
not seriously affected. Mr. Chappie will

with her

returned to Salem

j Monday.
The ball game Saturday at Wyman park
; between Brewer and Ellsworth high
; school teams, was won by the visitors.
| Score, 21-8.
Senator Hale is home for the summer,

Two

In Ellsworth

noon,

Ellsworth has had two fires within the
past week, both resulting in considerable
damage.
The farm buildings of Alexander J.
Weaver on the eastern road, beyond the
old fair grounds, were burned about 3
o’clock laHt Saturday morning. The fire

Special

Clothes

Shop.

W. A. Alexander, Manager.
MAIN STREET,

....

!

Correspondence

Solicited.

Telephone.

barns, and to the main house. The buildwere outside the fire limits, but the

them

in

succeeded

getting

water

by laying 2,400 feet of hose. A bull,
a hog and a flock of hens and

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

geese
laved.

burned.

were

The

horses

wrere

Farming tools, tw’enty-flve tons
hay and a large part of the household
goods were destroyed.

of

j.

leap-year party given by Nokomis

The

lodge Monday evening was well
attended, and a very pleasant affair. Muwas

furnished

of Bar Harbor.

Lowest Rates.

Refreshments consisted of

prize-speaking competition
the auspices of Colby college, will
Waterville Friday. Principal Mc-

To

Ellsworth and

A BARREL OF EXTRA-

HEAVY

NOW ON HAND
I

for Preserving Eggs
protected from fire by placing their

Fire Insurance
WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

25^ Quart.
Moore’s

Drug Store,

Cor. Opp. P. O., Ellsworth, Maine.
■

I

ON

Everybody
can save a

of

I

[

Ellsworth,

who

vicinity,

are

of

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained

C. C. Burrill & Son
16 STATE

to

meet at the office of Peters & Knowlton
to-morrow evening at 7.30.
It seems to be agreed that the outlook
for a successful issue for the republicans
in the coming campaign is very bright,
and that a club can be formed and work
laid out which will materially assist in
the work to be done.
It is hoped that at this first meeting a
sufficient number will be present to effect
an
organization, and promptly get to
work.
It is proposed to open a clubroom in
in some central location, furnish it and
supply it w’ith current political literature,
and keep it open day and evening.
New Crushed Rock Sidewalks.
The work of replacing the plamc sidewalk on Bridge hill with crushed rock is
well under way. The new walk will extend from the foot of the hill to beyond
the F. C. Burrill house on the Surry road,
and all on the south side of the street.
The plank walk on the north side beyond
the guidepost will be abandoned.
The next important
of crushed
rock sidevvalk will be built at the Falls,
along Mill street from Treworgy’s corner
west to Hiram Hamilton’s residence.

time.

Temptation

any

to

spend.

Hancock Co. Savings
Bank
Maine
Ellsworth,
Commenced Business
May 1, 1873.

IF YOU PLANT

REAS

SWEET
You
You

can

want

the best varieties and the best
quality of seed.

obtain

better) at the

Burpee’s (and there are none
ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.

SPRING
in shape to wear?
clean and press it.

on

strength.

are

requested

a

Kinds

of

SUIT
If not, let

me

Repairing.

DAVID FRIEND.
Main Street..Ellsworth

ALSO DEALERS IN

club of voters of

a

!

little at

Financial success is simply a
matter of sticking to your saving plan—making your
Character stronger than

All

Improved, Productive Real Estate;
Collateral and Commercial Paper

Ellsworth, Me.

IS YOUR

Money to Loan

uigu

Organize Republican Club

republicans

interested in forming

.Ti'jctfMniiiua.

GLASS

ui

prospect

providing

will accompany them.

WATER

uiapcuur

says: “The pressing need fora more suitable building for the high school is very
evident. It would seem to me unwise to
attempt any changes on the present buildof the city
ing if tnere is any
a
building of modern type.
Otherwise i suggest some system of ventilation for the study-room, as absolutely
necessary for the health and welfare of
the students.”

school at the
go to
Lellan

nmic

tory, and with a strong corps of teachers.
He suggests slight changes in the course
which would make it of greater value to
student!* not preparing for college. He

by Kelley’s orchestra,

sandwiches, cake and punch.

under

ittvioi,

schools, he says he was pleased to find the
general condition of the school satisfac-

Rebekah

sic

n

The

with E. J.

Main Street.

an

SUtotitsMwmwfe

schools, paid an official visit to Ellsworth
In a letter to
high school last Thursday.
Mrs. Clara O. Hopkins, superintendent of

Mrs. A. L. Bellatty, who has been spending the winter in Boston with uer husband, Capt. Bellatty, and son Harry, is
home.
Her daughter Maude, who also

will be

Stanwood Studio,

The loss is

was

and Ellsworth business men are urged to
meet the visitors there.
The train will
leave Ellsworth for Washington county at
10.30.

Postmaster J. W. Nealley and Chester
Norris are attending the meetings of the
masonic grand lodges in Portland this
week. James E. Parsons, of Lubec, also
represents Blanquefort commandery and
Acadia chapter at Portland.

Morton Whitcomb and Emund Brady,
Ellsworth
selected to represent
high

owners

5c each

two cows,

8

FIRE INSURANCE,

Property

All other sizes developed,
15c 6 exposure. Printed

on

§

0. W. Tapley,

Prompt Adjustments.

^tinted for 2HC.

ings

^_____

ELLSWORTH.

Nos. 1 and 2 Brownie 6 exposure films developed and

apparently started in or near the hennery?
and spread rapidly through the two large

estimated at 4,000. There
insurance of less than $2,o66.
The origin of the fire is unknown, but
the fact that it started near the hennery
gives rise to tbe theory of hen thieves.
and his fellow' townsmen are pleased to
The second fire occurred about 12.30
have him among them again.
Mrs. Hale come at a date to be announced
later.
o’clock this morning at H. E. Davis' carwill come later.
Wm. H. H. Rice post, Q. A. R., is plan- riage factory on Franklin street. The fire
The G. of H. class of the Methodist
ing for its usual observance of Memorial was in the building occupied by the
w ill
church
have
sale
of
a
home-made
|
day. Members are urged to be present at blacksmith shop on the ground floor,
candy in the Dorr store on Main street, the meeting next Saturday afternoon wood-working shop above and storage
room in tbe attic.
11.
Saturday, May
when
at 2.30,
will be
arrangements
The fire, it is believed, started in the
Mrs. James E. Parsons, of Lubec, and completed.
Rev. E. D. Kizer, of the attic] from a
v
chimney, and had been
| her daughter, Mrs. F. A. Coombs, of East Methodist church, will deliver the me- smouldering several hours, not breaking
out until after midnight, by which time it
Orange, N. J., are spending a few days at morial sermon at a union service at Han- had
spread through the attic and burned
their old home here.
cock hall Sunday evening, May 26, at fiercely as soon as it obtained vent. The
The Memorial day exercises will firemen did excellent work, stopping the
Miss Bernadette Moreau, of Portland, 7.30.
fire
where they found it. Tbe
who is staging the Merchants’ association take place at Hancock hall at 2 p. m. Rev. fire practically
swept the attic and the rear part of
minstrel show, is the guest while here of R. B. Mathews, of the Congregational the second floor, but did not reach down
church, will deliver the address. The to the blacksmith shop, which was thorMrs. Harry E. Rowe.
will make the usual arrangements for oughly wet down.
Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will* work the postdecoration of
The' attic was filled with sleighs and
the
graves of soldiers.
rank of esquire
other stock, which are a complete loss,
on
three
candidates
and
there was much stock and jobs in proA
committee
of
J.
A.
consisting
Mayor
Thursday evening of this week, instead of
cess ou the second floor.
The loss is estiCunningham, C. H. Leland, C, C. Burrill,
Wednesday, the usual meeting night.
mated at above $4,000, covered by insurC. Haines and L. H. Cushman, from ance.
it.
B. Mathews is attending the Roy
Rev.
fi
the Merchants’ association, and John A.
8 conference of Congregational churches Peters, C. L. Morang and O. W. Tapley,
COMING EVENTS.
now
in
Brunswick. Mrs.
session
at
from the board of trade, has been apMathews and daughter Louise are spendELLSWORTH.
pointed to see that the members of the
ing a few days with her people in DamarisWednesday, May 8, at Hancock ball—
Portland board of trade are properly encoita.
Merchants’ association minstrels.
tertained on their visit here Friday, May
Thursday evening, May 9, at Bayside
Blanquefort commandery, K. T., will 24, on their junketing trip through Maine.
hold a special conclave next Monday, af- The special train is due here at 5 a. m. grange hall—Dance and supper.
ternoon and evening,
beginning at 5 The excursionists will breakfast on board
Friday evening, May 10, at Society hall
o’clock, for work in orders of the Red the train, after which the Ellsworth com- —Dancing school and extra.
mittee will take them in hand for a trip
Cross, Temple and Malta. There will be a about the
Saturday evening, May 11, at Society
city to visit points of interest.
banquet at 6. 30.
The board of trade rooms will be open, hall—Dance.

J

Films Developed
and Printed.

Within the Past

Week.

firemen

business men’s

Fellows ball last

EARLY MORNING FIRES.

W. R. Parker Clo. Co., I
Boston

j

banking.

I

39c
l*t member the

be

may be made.

Lin wood in New

Gloucester, N. J., arrived home last week.
Mrs. John Bradbury, of Salem, Mass.,

our

which will

George E. Fifleld arrived home Friday
A large delegation of Ellsworth Refrom a visit to his daughter, Mrs. Charles
bekahs will attend the Rebekah district
S. Grows, in Virginia.
convention in Bluehill next Tuesday, if
W. A. Remick, of Bucksport, recorder the weather is
pleasant. The degree team
of the Western Hancock municipal court, of Nokomis
lodge, Ellsworth, will exwas in the city yesterday.
emplify the work in the evening. MemThe Thursday club will meet as usual at bers who intend going, and who have not
the vestry of the Congregational church arranged for transportation, are requested
to-morrow afternoon at 2.
to notify Mrs. George H. Gould as soon as
Mrs. Nancy Beckwith, who has spent possible, so that suitable arrangements

Bangor. Malt*.
Branches at Old Town, .MhtIiIah ami Dexter

anv

sewer,

present course diagonally across
the lot, to a direct course near the southern line.
A tool-house and office for the
contractors has been erected across the
Water street sidewalk in front of the site.

road.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

Your choice of

or

j

from its

Harvard C. Jordan and wife have moved

nomically.

all of

sound

menced

and

|
j

A small fee will be charged
anglers. All members are requested
come early with their contributions.

the

Sunday train arrives

75.000

service—these four form
painstaking
has been erected. These four we

Registered mail should be at postofflee half *to contribute.

an

100,000

100,000
1,400,000

A8SETS.

8. L. C.’s will meet with Mrs. C. 1.
Davis to-morrow evening. The study of
our own State will be resumed, and the
reading of Evangeline continued. There
will be muBic, the query box and a fish
pond, for which the members are invited

Going Wrst—10.80,11.80 a in; 5.15,9 pm.
Going East—6.46 a m; 8.46, 6 pm.

.8

SURPLUS and PROFITS,
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

The

MAILS RBCSIVBD.

Prom
Prom

putting

CAPITAL,

rehearsals, under the direction of Miss
Moreau, of Portland, and good results are
promised. A dance will follow thd show,
with music by Monaghan.*

AT BLLSWORTH POSTOPPICB.

In

OF ELLSWORTH.

government.

There has been a large advance sale of
seats for the minstrel show under the
auspices of the Ellsworth Merchants’association at Hancock hall this evening. The

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

I Burrill National Bank 1

a6beri«rmttUi.

completion of the concrete walk on the
north side of Main street from Oak street
to the railroad was discussed, and it was
decided to submit a proposition to the

Jersey cow and bull for sale.
South Brooravillb:
Herbert L Hutchins—Notice.
Bar Harbor:
Luere B Deasy—Notices of foreclosure.
Bangor:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.

j=jj

No. 19.

in

C C Burrlll—Cemetery lots.
Mrs A W King—Girl wanted.
John A Stuart—Sheriff’s sale.
P H Osgood—Horses for sale.
C L Morang—Offices for rent.
Palmer's 5-10-25c store.
R Parker Clothing Co—Special bargains.
The Progressive Printing A Adv Co.

|

)*"*?«

spent

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Confidence

1912.

piece

1

STREET.

ELLSWORTH ME.

Printing
SENT

Progressive

Orders
TO

Printing & Adv.

Co.,

ELLSWORTH, TE.,
Will

Receive Prompt Attention.

Etgal llottofc

Mutual Benefit Column.
BY “AUWT IK A DOB**

KD1TKD

“Helpful

If Motto:

Prayer Meeting Topic For the
Beginning May 12, 1912.
14-19
(A leaderlees meeting.)
Rev Sherman H. Doyle. D. D.

benefit,

Edited

to

helpful and hopefuf
good. It is fertile com-

be

the common

mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium forthelnterchangeof ideas. In this capacity U solicits
communications, and Itssucce^s depends largely
on the support given it in this resj*eci. Communications mast be signed, but th*- name of

i Can’t you take a leaf from her note-book?
i The winter may have been hard for you; per-

(confidential) Lynn,

haps harder than your best friends dream or
know. It is to your credit if they don’t know.
Don’t tell them.

Text Book.

dates.

There

for

|

the

summon*

It i* not a t»M>k for

five

cook

jumbles to-day

There

meeting.

will also be

LA MOI NK,

“Competitive Raising

It

competition,

and

Prech laid, per dot.
Poultry.

us

Hodgkin*

read

Fowl. 3D 422

Rny.
Brut loot*, per

ton---#...Iff It
Baled.lft«3u

Dtrt*.
Looae.
10912
Baled.
IS
Potato**. pk
Lettuce, head

Celery, bunch,

a

Orange*, dot
Apple*, pk.

a

Rice, par

Rto,
Mocha.
Java.

Tea—per
Japan.

tri

with

Hi-Mt*

Miid

—

will

read free
a eet at

Pocket

uj
1

Keroeete.

23

Chop.

y3A
1*925

IS
12

j»

Ham. per
Shoulder.
Bacon.
Balt.

25
15 31*

&

23923
13 3 IS
23
13 a IS

Lard,

13 ;

IlfilA

Tongue*. each

65
Fr**h

0'*t*r«.q»,

Miss Persia Young was elected and incup augar.
well-beaten stalled as lady assistant steward to take
egg, two tablespoon* sweet milk, one scant
the place of Mis* Grace Stratton, w ho has
teaspoon baking powder, flavor ‘o taste; flour ! gone away. Mrs. S. J. Young was apto make a dough that can be handled.
B eak
pointed assistant librarian.
off pieces of dougb the size of a walnut, make
into rings by rolling in the hand until round,
HAKVhtfl HOMS, *403, WICHT KUsWuKTH.
then roiling over and over tilt a* Urge a*
Harvest Home grange met May 4. The
your Unger and joining th» ends. Lay on
master being absent, James W. Carter
tin* an inch apart. This make* about three
filled the chair. Although but fourteen
dozen.
attended, the meeting was profitable and
1 also use half this

wa

Privlilont,
Fork.*:

Kg 13

Haddock.
Halibut.
Flounder*, do*.

paper and

Ob
01
»

Oran meal. »>
Oil—per gal—
Lineeed.

064
0*4
10
SSgaO

etc

Kama tka

30
6k

12 930

Flab.
Cod.
Smelt*, %,
Clams, qt,

0*
j*
i\

10

—

recipe for

interesting.

Molasses Douuhkcts
One and one-half
cups molasses, one and one-haif cup« sweet
milk, two eggs, three level teaspoons soda.
Sait and spice to taste. Mix as soft as can t>e
easily handled.
—

I know

one

fail cake the

good cook who makes
basis of

most

There

“1-

Brockton, Mass.. April 25, '12.
Dear M. B. Friends and Aunt Madge moet
all
of

hag
Corn me*l.b*K
Cracked corn,

of her cake-

buabel <»f

A

Oat*.
3? 23
1 73
1 T5

73

aVOABDIKO

LAW

a *

7i

bu

Short*-bag
MiS teed,

Middllngt.bg

lour*

Liverpool

;

|

o*g

7
1 *3
I

AND M ItHt'RRi

shall weigh 90 j
bu«h*i of Turk'* Uland **ii ?
pound*.
Thr ktandard weight of * bushel of potato**
In gc« d or«J*r and fti for
shipping. i» ms !
pound*, of apule*. it pound*.
The fftandaru weight of a buabel of bean* In !
order
and fit for shippm*
good
ia 60 pound*. {
of wheat, beet*, ruta baga turnip* and pea*. !
pound*; of corn. 46 pound*; of ouion*. 32
pound*; of carrot a. F.ngfisb turnip*, rye and
Indian meal, 4t> pound*; of par*nip*. «6 pound«• j
of barley god buckwheat. 41 pounds; of o*t».
j
31 pound*, or even measure a* by
agreement. I

pound*. and
• ball weigh 76

Nettie Guptill, lecturer pro
a good program.
out visitor from Alamooaook

voted not to hold any meeting
for the next meeting:
“Which does the most good, the critic,
t&e kicker or the good-natured, indifferent

May

never-

»*lt

»

Question

11.

K1TTKKY TO f'AKIIIOl

j

Governor Plaisied has i»*aed his pro*
Umation namiog Friday, May 17, aa Arbor !
day.

man?”
8KDGWICK, 244.

May 3 a regular meeting was held.
Twenty-nine members and nine visitors

:

Tbe building at Union wharf, Portland,
occupied by the W. H. Sburtleff Co., imwere inpresent.
ports, and tbe J. J. Laffln Grain Co., was
structed in the first and second degrees.
burned Friday. Loai estimated at
|10,000
A recitation was given by Evelyn HutchTwo candidates

were

Nsvaa-FAiL cake—One cup sugar, one and
one-half cups flour, one teaspoon cream
tarter, one-half teaspoon soda. Hift together
three times. Into one-quarter cap of melted
butter break one egg and All the
cup with
sweet milk.
Stir all well together; then break
in another egg without beating and mix
Add
thoroughly.
flavoring.
I made a loaf a day or two ago and reserved
the white of the last egg for frosting sprinkling into it cocoanut.

From time to time I find something I want
to send you, and I say:
How can I break the
ice, after such long silence? I was "seventy
years young” when I wrote to you last; now
I am almo t seventy-two. Many changes
have come to us, and time waits for no man.
Here in Massachusetts I think of you all
very often, and hear from you, too. as 1 have
the good Ellsworth American every week.
Will send you this brief extract from the
Boston American, a part of which for you to
take or leave, as you will. From the old-new
Auntik Mary.
P. 8. Have you quite forgotten me?

was

bbl—
6 00

Corn. 1009-

grauge.
it was

making. She says she sometimes adds fruit
to it; sometimes makes it into layer cake
or uses it for pies with different kinds of
filling. I repeat the recipe for the benefit
of some who may be “new” to The
American or may have lost their first
copy of the recipe:

let all Nature laugh, and
Beatrice Fairfax

Floor. Grain and F«-***1.

Flour—per

tern, presented

ings, and the question:

“How

winter life of the

on

made

more

opened by

woman

cheerful and
Abbie

J. O. Faulkner, sporting editor of the
Lewiston Journal, and W. E. Lovell, of
West Hpringfteld, Maas., a Hates student,

the

can

the farm be

attractive?”

was

were

Page.

run

fifty-nine

drowned

Sunday

an

attempt

TIDED EfrKT PEOPtf

to

rapids iu the Audroacoggiu river
Turner Center bridge.

Senator Gardner is

members and 200 visitors in atthis being the date set for Po-

in

the

near

mabsapaqua, 477, SOUTH blukhill.
grange met May 2, with

Manna pa qua

tion* of

to

make

A North Carolina Man Suggests
a

nomina-

principal and three alternates ka
candidates for midshipmen to the United,
tendance,
mona meeting.
The committee on brown- ; Stale* naval academy to be examined June
tail moth nests gave in it« report for 18, 1912. Any
desiring to be conaidered |
the county, showing Castine ahead in the are requested to
apply directly to him,
with
an average of 3H1 per capita,
Senate office building,
contest,
Washington, D. C., ;
and Masaapaqua second, with 378 per before May 15, and to forward before
that j
capita. Following the usual business, a date such recommendations as they care to ;
program was presented by the host grange, have considered.

SUSAN 6 TRIP.

j

--

Ucuian,

06*0»«2A

Buckwheat, pkg
4V<<& Graham,
OiaiA
30sSS 2t>e meal.
OijaCS

l>~

Bo**'*,
Lamb:
Lamb,

an ex-

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal. p*-r %

SM
»

Oolong.
per fc—
Granulated,
Vallow. C
Powdered,
Moiaaaee. gal,

Jcmblks
(.‘ream two-thirds
one-third cup butter; add one

sea

READINGS.

ii" rite tot anspb
paeva, full per.

3048'
boa, 30

a

Dear Aunt Madge:
It is July 9, snd 1 have packed my grip for
my trip to Nova Scotia. To-morrow I sail tor i
Num. iia 1. 2. 17-20: Neh. Iv.
Acadia, and I hope to fiud it much cooler
12-18; vlli. 1-6; Matt. x. 5-10;
there.
We dine with our niece, her husJohn L 28-34; GaL L 11-17; 1
band and the dear children across street.
; uear m. a. rrxenae:
Kings xlx. 10-21; Eccl. lx. 10;
For dessert we have ginger ice-cream. All
We certainly have not forgotten Auntie
Mark vlL 32-37; Acta vl, 1-7; Till.
like it.
Mnry; we called her Aunt Mary P. once, if
5-8.
July 10. I leave Malden for steamer to sail opened by a tableau, “Farm Life,” folA remarkable operation took
I remember correctly, and her extract for
place at the
Yarmouth, N. S. We are scheduled to sail lowed by a color drill, songs, dialogues, Kastern
Maine insane hospital in Hangor
from the Boston American is so cheerful at 3 p. m. It begins to get cool
very fast, aud monologue, stump speech, closing with
last week, when Dr. K. P. Sanger removed
and inspiring that it will warm the hearts as we drink in the ozone of ocean air we feel colored minstrels.
Advice For a Junior Superintendent.
nineteen spoons from the stomach of
of the many housecleaners, who are so very much refreshed aud invigorated.
Here are some good suggestions for
A# I have not as yet quite regained my lost
MARIAV1LLK, 441.
busy they can hardly And time to read the
the junior superintendent that were I
appetite, I do not eat of the ship’s supper, but,
The l)*iuoHi of ili«* twain p
Mariaville grange met Saturday, May 4,
old, familiar column, but who are sayiDg:
instead, patronize a boy who goes about with
are mosquitos.
A* they sting
brought out at the Christian Endeavor
they put deadly
for an ail-day meeting of four different
“Very soon I will have something to tell a basket selling tniugs
malaria germ* in the blood.
to eat.
Then follow tbe
I buy s pack- !
conferences at St. Paul:
the sisters.”
icy cbiila and the fire* of fever The* appetite
of peanuts, eat a few and giye the rest to
age
Hie*
Me always on time at the meeting.
aud tbe strength fall*; alto malaria often
a lad who stands by eyeing me with an intent
Hflpo a Judge in Had FIs.
<or de*dl> ‘FJ-kold. But KlecBegin promptly
I had a presentiment that Dell would look. I buy an orange and
Justice Eli Cherry,of Uillis Mills, Tenn wn trtc Bitter, kill and cut out the malaria
one-half to
give
Greet each junior with a hearty hand- come to the rescue—and she
plainly worried. A bad sore ou his leg had i germs from the blood; give you a Hue appethe same lad. But the peanuts and
calls it a
orange baffled several doctors and Iona resisted all tite and renew your
,trength.
After long
shake.
“shabby way”—the openbeartednees and bring no “thank you” from the little fellow. remedies, i tteoufbt it was a cancer,** be | suffering, wrote Wui. Fretwell, of Lucama.
After the meeting has opened always the
wrote.
A lady nearby has noticed this, and so as I
"At last I used tiuckleu's Arnica ?• 1
"three bottle, drove all the malaria
with
which she
open houseness
fealve, and was completely cured."
Cures ! from my ,v«tem. and I've had good health
feed him the third time, and he goes
have a reverent manner.
treated us last year. Think of it! and the
away as burns, boits, ulcers, cuts, bruises and
Best for all .tomacb, liver aud
piles. ever .luce.
before, she grabs him by the arm, seuding ‘26 cents at all druggists.
Speak in a decided but quiet manner condition she was in!
kidney Ilia, 50 cU. at all drugglau.
him back to say his thanks, remarking:
Have the Juniors enter and leave the
Thursday, May 2.
“Never saw anything like it; he doesn't aproom quietly
Dear Aunt Madge:
pear to have ever had any training." Aud as
Cse the greatest care in selecting
When the paper came in this morning I left I recall some of
my experieuces, especially
the wash tub just to take a glance, and I saw while
hymns
traveling, I am convinced there is
that again you were left aloue, and I said just much inexcusable
Avoid loud and boisterous singing.
neglect in the home-trainas soon as I get these clothes out I will
write, ing of children. It is a sad thought. O,
even if I do brag some, as one good friend
i
mothers (and fathers are not excused), traiu
How to Improve.
told: I like your letters, but you are
always your children to be polite aud respectful, for
How shall we Improve our Christian bragging about
something.
your training thus will pour Into your laps
Endeavor society?
Why. by Just imNow I do have lota of things to be
very great blessings to rejoice your hearts iu after \
proving ourselves King Alfred of Eng- thankful for, and am apt to mention them, years.
land said. "The soul of all Improve- you know. So here is at it. First, we have
When darkness has settled over the waters I
"1 wish been well all
just a few twinges of and my eyelids have a disposition to close, I
ment Is improvement of soul
rheumatism which we soon worked off.
to my stateroom and “turn in”.
Id
said
go
exwork,”
your
you godspeed
It is July 11. I am on deck this foggy mornSecond, lam cleaning my house alone
the
j
Presklent Roosevelt, "because Chris- first time
for years; but that hot water, ing, and it will be two hoars before we reach
Yarmouth: the deuseness of the
tian Endeavor stands for the things vacuum cleaner and
may even
curtain stretcher help delay us for a longer time. It is fog
cold and wet.
that are vital to the soul.” Then live out wondefully, you know, and at that next Sou’westers would be better than straw bats,
for the things that touch the soul. En- reunion I will be all slicked up and redeem yet passengers, some of them, still cling to
the latter.
Busan.
dea vorers
=--!
9m
BB'.J
9 ■■■ f i
In case, of rheumatism, relief from
GOLDEN THOUGHT.
Follow the Christ, the King:
pain
makes sleep and rest possible. Thia
l.lve purs, speak trus right wrong:
Show me a man who makes no mistakes,
may1
be obtained by applying Chamberlain’s and I will show
Follow (be King,
yon a man who doesn’t do
flaa wharefora ncra?
liniment. For sale by all dealers.
things.
—Theodore Rooeerelt.
I

BIBLE

6000 Illustration*. Coat nearly
half a million dollars.
Lot us tell you about this mast
remarkable single volume.

0?4I2
f?

••

Vinegar, gal

G43*

Sugar

a

paper on “The Lift* and Work of
Oov. Woodrow Wilson. Musical numbers
were given by Miss Moon and Miss Muriel
Linscott. Readings were given by Mias
Mmturn and Persia Young.

book”.

I

THE MERRIAM
WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged
dio.
tionary in many yoa-s
Contain* the pith and
of an authoriUtive
library
Covers every Hold of
know!
An
edge.
Encyclopedia is •
»
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page,
400,000 Words. 2700 Pan*,'

Orof^ri**.

cellent

from “our

international
DICTIONARY

Chicken*.!.23434

Fred L. Hodgkins chsirmsn, w as chosen
to make regulations and to plan for an
Beef, *•:
exhibition night the first of Beplember.
Bleak.
Brother
Fred
Hodgkin* spoke on
HmiU.
Corned,
“Beautifying the Farm Home”, and Sister Veal
Covey told of “Way* of Beautifying”. \ Hteak.
Brother Thaddt

!

*2

t>ff#t*biM.
40
Onion*, t.
IO412 Turnip*. 9
26
Beet*. 9
Pratt.
SSgflO Lemon a. doe
2b
Mtrawberriea.

® A Rht Ctasmoiil
\ WEBSTER’S (
NEW

MARKETS.

Creamery per b.**§<6
Dairy.3*«Jft

of

five,

(

Butter.

JtH.

committee of

a

dL*i?j

Slmmisnnrmt

overseer.

Coffee—per %

decided to enter into such

was

JL

~

Country Frodwu.

Flowers, Vegetables and Fruits” was ably presented at
the last meeting by Brother Frank Hodgkins.

''So„,Tf

mrdSJj!'
liaT r**!

Tbe quotations below give tbe rang* of
retail price* in Ellsworth:

supper.__

enter-

^Typhoid

were

KERS WORTH

abort program. The third snd fourth degrees will be conferred on one candidate
at the next

some

lecturer presented

The

present.

raii
not

hilp

of

_Committee.

tained last year.
Now 1 am planning Tor a quiet summer; am
not going to bother about politics, believing
the republicans will sweep the State in September ai.d enforce the law c» the letter.
There, my better half ha* just come for bis
dinner, and is eating and talking whMe I
Now don't think I have
write; it is 2 p. m.
not washed till Thursday, for this is my third
wa«h day this weet.
I must tell you our dog is just the cutest Utile fellow io the world. If I change my dress
be runs to the window to see if the horse is
there, and if 1 do put on cloak and bat, he
cries like a baby.
Now, dear sisters, send a word of cheer to
us all.
As ever
Lull.
I made

"There's a dance of leaves in the aspen bower.
There's a titter of winds in the beechen tree.
There’s a smile on the fruit, and a smile on
the flower,
And a laugh from the brook that runs to the
to

to

iaeapee an Awful
thnoaand tongue* could

fat*.
pneumonia had left
*,lk
dreadful cough." .he write*.
had .uch awtu' roughlna .pell, i
,?*•!
I
would diu.
could get no
from
treatment or other medlclur. tin i
King'* New Uiaeovvry. Bat I owe
thle wonderful remedy, tor I .cercefr
f
at all now
Quick and aafe. It', th, *“*"tk
liable of all throal and lung
Every bottle guaranteed Me and
"kl
hottla tree at all druggtet*
a

Tbe first and
conferred on one
Tbe program
consisted of
candidate.
reading and songs, and a duet by i’bebe
Ilurgain and Iva .Snow.
Vinton Gray, tbe
second degrees

8CHOODIC, 4211. FRANKLIN.
Bchoodic grange met May 2 with twenty-

harvest

There are parks and woods and country roads
all needing exploring. Charming little nooks
just fitted for spreading a lunch; ferns are beginning to appear, and little brooks have a
way of showing in unexpected places, and
laughing as they goon.
All outdoors laughs. You must let house
worries wait, and get out and laugh, too.
When you return, you will find that the worries tired of waiting, and flew away.
Here is your invitation. Bead and resist if
you can:

you going
join in?

la obedience

A

°ra*-

gratitude ot Mr.. J. R. Coa, ot Jolbl'oj*
her wonderful deliverance from
i,'U.’JW

RAINBOW. 30, NORTH BROOKBV1LLR.
was called to order by

May.

ITAerea*.

interesting

n,1*

Rainbow grange

MEMORIAL RBSOLVTIOaS.

it today.

play.

Are

was no

wss

266, HANCOCK.
Pamola grange held its regular meeting
Saturday evening. May 4. After the opening exercises, considerable business was
transacted. Edward Oott and Lola Crabtree were appointed program committee

general distribution, as It Is too
expensive. It is free and only
obtainable by mail. Write for

Let the sewing wait. A tuck leas in a gar
meet isn't as important as letting out s tuck
in your spiritual being.
Don't scrub and barrow around looking so
hard for dust in your home that you don’t get
your share of the sun outside. Don't limit
yourself to labor, when Nature is waving a
laughing invitation to you to come out and

not

program

n

e<>».ul*",

3M, NORTH PRSOROCOT.
an

pieeea'of

It yon haven't the time to
eaerlce
Uoan'e Keguleta will prevent
They Indore a mild. eaey. healthfnl
the bowel* without griping. Aek
gtet for them. I»e.—Adrf.

29.

held

number of

dieeetln!*;'

well

meeting May S, with thirty-seven present,
including visitors from Halcyon and Alamoosook. A short but tntcreating program was carried through. There will be
work in the first two degree* at the next
Tbe
consist
program will
meeting.
wholly of music.

Ella F. Macroer*.
Caroline C. Foss.
Velma Btratton,

were

noon.

Highland grange

PAMOLA,

OUT IN TH* SCNSHINR.

j

251.

presented.
meeting April 23.

A short

l

myself for the shabby tray you

were

1

1

'**
im> b the tact that
Tbompaon ha. w
good appetite and baa been
*
food well, in apite ot the man*
0f ,
matter tn bia atomacb.

feast
A bountiful
The day wa# enjoyed

all.

by

evening, May

Brook 1 in grange held its regular meeting April 30; twenty-two members and
The third and fourth
one visitor present.
degrees were conferred upon two candi-

Every woman ought to have
Lydia E. PinkhamN NO-page

You have had your dark skies, your clouds,
your storms, your tempests. Csn’t you forget
them now it is spring?
Imitate Nature, and to imitate her, and
learn her ways, yon must get out doors.
If you have a sorrow, four walls will make
it grow. If you have been ill-treated, staying
; at home makes your grievances multiply. Yon
grow sour and acquire house-nerves and look
I at your blessing through the wrong end of a
i magnifying glass.
You make mountains of mole hills, and
every little hill becomes insurmountable.
You need the sunshine, and the great outdoors. You need to get into closer touch
with Nature that you may laugh when she
laughs, and that is uiae-teuths of the time.
She is giving her best illustration of happiness. and how to attain it just now, but you
can't learn that lesson in its completeness if
you study her ways indoors.
You need the spring in your lungs as well
as in your meutal
and spiritual being; you
need outdoors in the same way that a house
| needs ventilation.

questions,

HIOHLANO.

Mass.

FORGET YOUR TROUBLES.

;

grange

Out of the vast volume of experience the Master of the universe. Bister Martha
which they have to draw from, it is more Skinner ha* passed into the great beyond;
thar possible that they possess the very
Resolved, That we. members of Pamela
knowledge needed in your case. Noth- sgrange. No. 266, desire to express our high
ing is asked in return except your good appreciation of her Christian character and
will, and their advice baa helped thou- great personal worth. An unusual experience of suffering had lesulted in an equally
sai,,1s.
burely any
unusual sweetness of spirit and patient waitwoman, rich or poor,
ing.
should be glad to
Resolved. That a* a tribute to her memory,
take advantage of
these resolutions become s part of our recthis generous offer
ords and a copy be sent to her relatives, a
Adof assistance.
copy be sent to The Eli.lswo*t« America*
for publication, and that our charter be
dress Lydia E. Pink- I
draped for thirty days.
bam Medicine Co.,

son.

which

lableepoon,

crockery and a conatderable .IL>rok'“
t"
twin*. Oneoftbeatrange
fe,tu

The Maria villa grange circle will bold a
•ale and supper at grange hail Wednesday

—

B BOOK LIN,

been est'blished « confidential correwhich hss extended over
many years and which has never been
broken. Never have they published a
testimonial or used a letter without the
written consent of the writer, and never
has the Company allowed these confidential letter* to get out of their possession,
as the hundreds of thousands of them in
their files will attest.

when Nature seems to
There are
give a patient Basil*. as if she would like to
laugh, but the burden of gray storm-clouds is
too heavy.
There are other seasons when, bleak and
desolate, she turns a bereaved face toward us.
These seasons do not last long.
Taking her twelve months in the year, she
furnishes a splendid and inspiring example
of a brave and happy spirit. Her frowus do
not last, and when she smiles into sunshine
her smile is so bright the frown is forgotten.
Of all the seasons when she is happiest sod
gayest, there is none like spring. It is then
that she fairly bubbles over with Joy. She
titters in every melting
snowdrop, she
twinkles in every fresh blade of grass; she
chuckles and giggles in every sign of the sea-

discussed

awaited all at

are

spondence

seasons

topic*
:

end

three

deaaertapoona, a

constating of eongs, reading*, recitation*,

Meeting of Hancock
with Arbutus grange,

Friday, June 7

promptly with the woman ’s private correspondence department of the Lydia E.
Pinkham M edlci ne Co., Lynn, Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read and
answered by a woman and held in strict
confidence. A woman can freely talk of
her private illness to a woman; thus has

—

it

whTT'
“*

thing.. -pn,

twoteaapoon*.

by all.

Women suffering from any form of fe8urry.
invited to communicate

“There’s a dance of leaves in the aspen bower:
There's a titter of winds In the beecben tree!
There’s a smile on the fruit, snd a smile on
the flower.
And a laugh from the brook that runs to the
sea.”
William Cullen Bryant.

the host grange and granges that were invited there were member* from P'ne
Grove and Greenwood grange*. There
were m*ny good suggestion* and remark*
offered by the visiting member*.
The literary program »aa well rendered,

DATKK,

Pomona

ills

Arthur Tbompaon. a
patient
mania for •wallowing

Hayside grange*

pecially

Suggestions.
male

Eaat Eddington, Good Will ar.d
Reside*
were invited.

grange*.

devoted to the Orange, esto the grange* of Hancock oouaty.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general intereet, and
for report* of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed eiAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good reason.

Common Sense

By

ALL OUTDOOR* LAUGHS.

;

Tbi* column

Thousands Have Been Helped

writer trill not be printed except by pertr-iAson
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The Americas.
Ellsworth. Me.

success.

The Bible In this Instance places the
stamp of Its approval upon new and
original methods in religious work
Indeed, there are numerous examples
in the Scriptures of most unique methods used in doing the will of God and
Broken
in advancing His kingdom.
pitchers and flashing lights and sounding trumpets are used to win a vicA bottle was broken to teach
tory.
and exemplify the truth. A vtsloD of
dry bones revivified was used for the
The tabernacle was
same
purpose.
but a tent, and services held In It were
Christ Himself when
"tent services."
necessity arose used the mountain side
He
or a boat in the sea as a pulpit.
pointed to the flowers of the field and
to the birds of the air to emphasize
Paul preached in
spiritual lessons.
the open air. organized churches in
homes and conducted prayer meetings
by the seaside. There is no suggestion
in the Scriptures that new and unique
methods of teaching truth and of advancing the kingdom of Christ are not
Indeed, it is very much
to be adopted.
otherwise. The whole trend of Bible
teaching warrants us in the use of
The value of initiative
such methods.
is emphasized and Its use commended.
The value of initiative in Christian
“Vawork cannot be prized too highly.
riety is the spice of life” Frequent
The commonuse dulls effectiveness.
place loses its power to charm and to
There must be a constant
attract.
turning to new and attractive methods.
Principles and purposes always
remain the same, but methods change
and must change if the best results are
The Christian En
to be achieved.
deavor movement strikingly illustrates
the value of initiative in Christian
work.
There had been hundreds of
young people’s societies in the Christian church before the' first Christian
Endeavor society was organized, but
they lacked uniqueness, originality, attractiveness.
They were patterned
largely after other church organizations. What they lacked the Christian
Endeavor society possessed, and it is
not surprising that in the providence
of God it should have accomplished
wbat it has
Let us be encouraged,
therefore, to study new plans, to inaugurate new methods and to strive always to put freshness and newness
into our endeavors, to carry forward
the work of ’’Christ and the church."
Novelty is not to be sought simply
for tbe sake of novelty. No old metb
od should be discards^ simply because
it is old and no new method Introduced simply because it is new. The
value of any method depends upon results. Methods are nothing: results are
everything. A method Is not an end in
If for
itself, but a means to an end.
the accomplishment of the end aimed
at a tallow dip is better than electricity, use a tallow dip. But where electricity Is infinitely better do not discard it simply because electricity Is
new and the tallow dip is hoary with
age. “A word to the wise is sufficient"

and aims

Being for

by
The method which the dying Elisha
took to assure to Joash. king of Israel,
of complete victory over Syria was
The
Indeed a new and novel one.
king Is made to shoot an arrow ont of
an open window and to smite the
ground with a bundle of arrows That
Joash lacked enthusiastic faith, which
caused him to smite the ground but
thrice Instead of many times and thus
to lose the assurance of continued and
complete victory, was not reflection
upon Elisha or upon the new method
of prophecy which he had adopted.
Too often men of initiative must depend upon others to carry their plans
into effect, and many times they fall
In the accomplishment of their full
purpose because of the lack of faith
of those who must carry them out If
any part of a new plan of Christian
word depends upon us, whether we or
another originate it, let us conscientiously do our part to make it a com-

plete

FREE ADVICE
TO SICK WOMEN

"

Hopeful

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the muiuu

Week

Topic.—The value of Initiative.—II Kings
xlli

and

among tl)c Granger*.

..

«

j

in.

..

the

Are You

j

_

I

—

1l"

^

t0°

Do You Smoke too Much, I>riuk
Much, Eat too Much?
It takes a mighty g«>od
feel ready for a good break t.*st
sot
morning after the banquet or
session.
"What do you want for breakfast
inquired Brown’s good wife. »
,k
"Just a pleaaaut smile a*nd
,h*
of fresh air,” answered Brows
s
nice
morn 1 hit after an important
at the lodge.
If you eat, smoke or drink too®
always remember that two lKt™
O N A stomach tablets taken jus
foie you go to bed will dt-stro} ^
poisonous gases and leave youmo
clean stomach in the
djg_
For Indigestion and all
rjtv
tress, MI-O-NA is the best
tion in the world. G. A. 1
ugt
l-ars
it on money-back plan.
only 50 cents.

swee£

_

[fggli

Guilty?
•touia^1

winty,

i

leaf
a
time I was so run down ar! debilitated that I could hardly dra around.
aid not
My appetite was poor and i
so
Bleep nights. I had tried dlff-rent
I wl*
called tonics without bet.r 33“
advised to try your cod
iron tonic. Vinol, and I am s-1 «hid 1
did, for it*gave me a bear;.- appetite,
I soon commenced to sleep soundly,
and I fee! strong, well and : re active than I have for years. Every rundown or debilitated
person should
Just give Vinol a trial." K. Allsbroot
What Vinol did for Mr AHshroolt
It wrill do for every weak, tun-downof
To
debilitated person in this vicinity.
show our faith we will furnish
ve
medicine free if it does not do a*
on
claim. Come in and get a bottle
these terms.
Ellsworth. Me
G A. Parches,

in

j
|

___

Remedy

Greensboro, N. C.—"For

t

preset^

i

Several Hundred Dollars in
TO

DISTRIBUTED

BE
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THE AMERICAN
IN

GREAT

ITS

PRIZE VOTING CONTEST.
>

The

Prize to be

Capital

Ten

given by

Merchants

Leading

of Ellsworth have

AMERICAN

THE

is

contributed Valuable Prizes

elegant

an

and will

$400
Obermeyer
N. B.—This is not

picture

a

failed to reach

Prize Vote

& Sons Piano.
us

in

of the

prize piano; it
this week;

with

Coupons

$1 Cash Purchases.

season to use

it will be shown later.
■

American

give

■

_.__Z.

RULES AND REGULATIONS GOVERNING CONTEST ARE AS FOLLOWS:
1. ANNOUNCEMENT—The piano and popular Ladles’
Voting Contest will be conducted fairly and honeetly on
business principle* strictly, with Justice and fairness to
all concerned. With the above principles, it is an assured

4.

votes,

similiar
5.

CANDIDATES—Young

test.

standings at final count.

regular price of the newspaper concerned in this conNo one connected with this publication will be al-

lowed

VOTES CLASSED-Votes will be issued in the fol-

Renewals, 500 votes.
Renewals, more than one year, 600 votes.

announced herewith.

become

to

a

candidate in this contest

or

work for

1.50

before

1.50

tiful ftOO Obermeyer A Sons Piano, and additional premiums will be distributed in accordance with the contes-

8.

INSTRUCTIONS— Results

will be issued

tants’ standing at the final count.

after thirty days.

sure

being voted cannot be transferred to
you know' whom you

coming to the ballot box,

as

are

going

the editor

an-

for

to vote

or

any other

person positively will not give you any information on the
subject. The keys of the ballot box shall be in possession
of the awarding committee during the contest.

1.50

Back

ladles in

Be

For the first
coupon which

as to standing of votes
No votes accepted at less

Contest to
test will be

postpone date of closing is reserved if sufficient

right

to

cause

should

occur.

The contest shall close

on

a

day

which will

be

an-

Ten days prior to closing contest, the
judges will carefully lock or seal ballot box and take same
to a bank, where the same will be in a place where voting
can be done during business hours and locked in a vault at
night until close of contest, when the judges will take
charge and count the votes and announce the names of the
ladies winning in their turn.
The last ten days all voting must be done in a sealed
nounced later.

Votes after
other.

Subscriptions, 400 votes. 1.50
5 years new subscriptions, 5,000 votes. 7.50
10 years new subscriptions, 12,500 votes.15.00
20 years new subscriptions, 30,000 votes. 30.00

this and adjoining
towns are eligible to enter the contest, and the party receiving the largest number of votes shall receive the beau3.

to

lowing denominations:
New Subscriptions, 600 votes.I

PRIZED—The capital prize will be an Obermeyer A
Dons Piano. Alao other valuable prizes to the amount of
3.

are

prize according

than

contestants.

success.

many dollars which

TIE VOTES-Should any of the contestants tie in
The Publishers’ Music Company will award a

thirty days the paper will

can

be voted free for any

run no

25

run a

25-vote

contestant.

days. Closing of

con-

days in advance of closing.

The

less than 90

announced

lady

box at the bank. If you do not wish anyone to know
whom you are voting for, pJace your cash for subscriptions
together with your coupons in an envelope which will be
furnished you, seal it and put same in ballot box. This
will

give

every

one a

fair and

square deal.

The Following Merchants Give Valuable Prizes and Coupons.
PRIZE:

To be announced.

VALUE, |6.00

PRIZE:

OIL STOVE.

A. E. Moore,
|

and

Fancy Goods, Millin-

ery, Boots and Shoes.
We give a 26-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.
purchase.

PRIZE:

PLUSH ROBE.

VALUE, f«.00

J. P. Eldridge,

give

a

25-vote

coupon witb each ft.00 cash

To be announoed.

PRIZE:

VALUE, f5.00

J. A. McGown,

C. H. Leland,

We give a 26- vote coupon with each fl,00 cash
Ask for coupons.
purchase.

Confectionery, Periodicals,
We give

a

26-vote

purchase.

PRIZE:

CARVING SET.

We give

a

H. F. Wescott,
HARDWARE.

MEATS.

26-vote coupon with each fl.00 cash
Ask for coupons.

purchase.
PRIZE:

To be annouucod.

VALUE, fo.OO

We

give a 25-vote coupon
purdhase.

PRIZE:

coupon with each $1.00 cash
A»k for coupons.

We

Smith &

Moore,

give a 26-vote coupon
purchase.

with each
Ask

fl.00 cash
couponsQ

Ask for

VALUE, fl2

DONATED BY

fl.00

Hagerthy

Clothing and Men's
Furnishings.

DRUGGIST.

etc.

with each

SUIT OF CLOTHES.

DONATED BY

E. G.

VALUE, f5.00

DONATED BY

Whiting, S. P.

GROCERIES,

Ask tor coupons.

purcbaae.

DONATED BY

Boots and Shoes.

S. K.

Plumbing, Heating, Stoves.
We

VALUE, |6.00

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

Harnesses,

BARREL FLOUR.

PRIZE;

DONATED BY

DONATED BY

Dry

VALUE, |6.00

cash

for coupons.

We give

a

25-vote coupon with each fl.00 eash
Ask for coupons.

purchase.

Stye tSllswortl)

Id
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in

brown-tail moth contest,
eight granges of Hancock Pomona
contested, 252,794 nest were collected.
the

which

EVER? WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
A Hancock

AT

»T THB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and ManagerW. H. Titos, Associate Editor.

of Maine.

reckoned

at

the

of $2 per

rate

vear.

Advertising Kates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks and money orders made pay
able to Thk Hancock Countt Pcblishino
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

Gov. Plaisted.
North Phnobsoot, April 20,1012.
To the Editor of the American:
Gov. Plaisted reminds roe of a simpleminded girl, who withal was very plain.
She frequently overheard callers commenting on her lack of beauty. Her
mother

_

fires of 1912

The first forest

Subscription Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 lor six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance. $1 50, 75 and 88 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arare

county man, Hon. Elmer P.

Spofford, of Deer Isle, has been elected
grand master of tne grand masonic lodge

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

rearages

€om*p<mDrnrf.

COUNTV GOSSIP.

American

have

been

day made

one

her

a

flashy dress,

very proud,
time s stranger or neighbor came
would hasten to get this dress, and
stretch it up in front of b*r, exclaiming:
of which she

to

was

every
in she

forestry department
county. At township 10,
a
blueberry lands spread
-See this; isn’t this pretty?”
over considerable area, but there was little
On the eastvaluable timber in its path.
Gov. Plaisted has made rather a homely
record on the rum question, and about
ern side of Green lake, between the fish
hatchery and the railroad station, fire last every time it is alluded to he pops up someweek burned over about 100 acres on land where, and spreads out his financial record
of Whitcomb, Haynes A Oo., and Roscoe and virtually boasts: “Isn't this splendid?
See how much better 1 hive done than
Holmes.
Fernald did!”
Ellsworth
of
the
Charles Osgood, driver
In his speech at Fairfield he declared,
-Bluehill stage, thought be was going to
in substance, that Fernald didn’t have the
last
evening
be held up by a bull mooee
backbone to veto appropriations, and with
Near the top of
on his way to Bluehill.
self-elation pointed to his one greet veto
he
saw a
of
Grindle’s bill, just out
Surry,
feat, the Portland institution, and referred
big bull in the road, and drove up to with- to his cut-down of the
appropriation from
in four rods of him before the moose deto $20,000, and the extenuating circided to yield the right of way to Uncle $35,000
cumstances under which
acted with so
Sam’s mail, and stepped out of the road.
much backbone.
Glancing up a wood road, Mr. Osgood saw
It now appears, to a reliable republican
This morna cow moose suckling a calf.
critic who has analyzed the situation,
ing, returning from Bluehill, Mr. Osgood, that
reckoning the big statebouse imsaw two bull moose in a field near the
provement for which It is said Gev.
same place.
Plaisted earnestly fought before the committee as a permanent asset, that Gov.
POLITICAL NOTRS.
Plaisted’« so-called financial record in
William 1. Sterling, of Waterville, will economy is still $100,000 behind Fernald’s.
But what does a few dollars weigh in the
be the prohibition candidate for governor
of Maine, and George Allen England, of scale of this campaign compared with the
Bryant’s Pond, will be the socialist candi- great moral issues involved? When we
consider the attitude of the democratic
date.
leaders in their desperate attempt to
The socialists of Bar Harbor have put

reported

to the State

Hancock

from

fire from the

__

This week's

edition

of

The

American is 2.350 copies.
Average for the year of 1911,

2,352

WEDNESDAY MAY 8, 1912.
One of the facts in connection with
the protective tariff system in the
United States which cannot be controverted is that whatever of prosperity the country has enjoyed has
been when protection for home industries was in force. Any man who
has lived for a generation in this
country known this to be true, lie
knows also, that under a tariff for

only, or free trade, or even
the threat of a revenue tariff, industries have become paralyzed and not
only manufacturers but also business
men, tbe wage-earners and farmers

revenue

have suffered. Free trade to-day or
tariff for revenue would be as productive of depressed conditions in
business as a crisis in the financial af-

a

Ellsworth

—not to mention the State—is to be
that is,
shortlived, and everybody
—

every republican—is anxious to be in
The date for filing
at the death.
nominations closed Monday; the date
of the primaries is June 17, and after
A local club,
that the battle is on.

centrally located,

FOR COUNTY OFFICKS.

meeting

Seek Nominations
at Primaries June 17.

Below is s complete list of republican,
democratic and socialist candidates for
nomination foroounty office, whose nomination papers have been filed, and whose
will appear on the official ballots
for the primary elections to be held on
names

Monday, June
candidates

will be well attended.

The beginning of the end of the
Ellsworth is hapsince they disapand State streets
some fifteen years ago has any considerable amount of this most unsatisfactory and expensive walk been

plank sidewalks in
pily begun. Not
peared from Main

got rid of. and the work now going
Bridge hill, and that to be done
at the Falls is hailed with the greatest

on on

satisfaction. If as much as the city
can afford is built each year, it will
not be many years before the last of
them will have disappeared—and, let
it be hoped, forever.
fiction that the protective
system has something to do with the
high cost of living has been circulated
broadcast. That is not only a fiction,
but a baseless misstatemet. The inin the cost of living is an actual
but it is an economic development, absolutely worldwide, and is as
true of Europe
and Asia, South
America, Australia and Japan as of
the United States, so that there is no
relation between the high cost of living in the United States and the procrease

fact,

tective system.

ros

8,000 looms, an<f in the United States
there are nearly 70,000 looms. There
is produced In this country over 8450,000,000 in woolen goods, and the socalled trust produces about 830,000,000
of this.
Both the Sentinel article and' Mr.
Haines’s disclaimer are somewhat
technical in language and a trifle involved, and we have not taken the
time to study np the questions on
which they appear to differ.
We
shouldn’t vote for Mr. Haines anyway, no matter bow good an explanation he made; and, on the other hand,
it would take lots of evidence to make
ns alter the high opinion of him personally which has been formed from a

long acquaintance.—Rockland Opinion, dem.

Nominated by the Governor.
Among nominations by the governor recently announced were the following in
Hancock county:
Agent tor the prevention of cruelty to
animals, Henry A. Eppes, Ellsworth; W.
H. Osgood, Bluehili; Roderick W. Torrey,
Winter Harbor.

The popular notion that flying flsh beat
“wings” is a mistake, if we are to
rely upon the results of studies of these
flsh made by no less an authority than
Captain Barett Hamilton. It appears that
the wings are not true organs of flight,
but rather play the part of a parachute or
The whole motive power is
an aeroplane.
supplied by the tail, which acts as a protheir

the vibration

or

quivering

of

propulsion

of

the wings in the air currents and their occasional shift of inclination are not phenomena

the flsh

connected with the
in its aerisl flight.

time in

ft

BN

A

which

file nomination
6.

Republican.
Leander R. Bunker.Cranberry Isles
Forrest O. Silsby.Amherst
Democrat.
Otha H. Jellisos.Ellsworth
Burke Leach.
Bucksport
Socialist.
Roswell Leland.Bar Harbor
FOR REGISTER OF PROBATR.

Republican.
Timoth> F. MBhoney....Ellsworth
Democrat.

Cunningham.Ellsworth

Socialist.
Frank J. Nash.Bar Harbor
FOR COUNTY COMMISSION KB.

Republican.
Henry E. Davis.Ellsworth
Hollis B. Estey.Ellsworth
Mol bury K Haslam.Waltham
Henry J. Joy.Ellsworth
Prad R. Page.
Bucksport
Paul W. Scott.Deer isle
John F. Wood...Bluehill
Democrat.
George E. Davis.Ellsworth
John E. Doyle.
Ellsworth
H. Fremont Maddocks.Ellsworth
Socialist.
J. Murray Higgins.Bar Harbor
FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.

Republican,
Harry L. Crabtree.Ellsworth
George E. Googins. Bar Harbor

Mason.Ellsworth
Democrat.
Herbert L. Graham.Bar Harbor
L.

FOR TREASURER.

Boyd A. Blalsdell.Franklin
Charles W. Joy.
Ellsworth
Democrat.
Frank L. Heath.Ellsworth

—

the

primaries

in

above

follows:
Ciaaa J.
Elmer J. Morrison, rep.Bar Harbor
William H. Sherman, dem.Bar Harbor
Nelson M. Chaney, soc.Bar Harbor
Class J.
Willis A. Ricker, rep.Castine
Joshua E. Gross, dem.Orland
Class 3.
John A. Peters, rep.Ellsworth
Harvard C Jordan, dem.Ellsworth
Ciaaa 4.
Charles L. Babson, rep...Sedgwick
Groves 8. Bridges, dem.Sedgwick
Joseph C. Harmon, dem.Stonington
Ciaaa 6.
Percy L. Aiken, rep.Sorrento
Edward E. Bragdon, rep.East Sullivan
H. G. Smallidge, rep.Winter Harbor
John E Bowden, dem......Hancock
J J Roberts, dem....Winter Harbor
Ciaaa 6.
Norris L. Healh. rep.Penobscot
M
Hutchins, rep ..Penobscot
Joseph
Franklin Farrow, dem.West Brooksville
Otis Littlefield, dem.Bluehill
Ciaaa 7.
Albert K. McBride, rep.Northeast Harbor
Arthur T Richardson, rep. .Southwest Harbor
Albert E. Sargent, dem.Lamoine
Joseph W. Small, dem.Mt. Desert
are as

wernaia

nor

uov. naisiea

is very largely responsible for tbe financial side of their administrations. The

limit or increase
governor has
power
appropriations, except by order of the legists tare, and should seek none. He can
recommit and veto legislation, but should
keep his hands off that body while in
operation, unless he has some special adto

no

vice to

communicate.

altogether

which is

too

abundant,

should have tbe stamina to do so, but
he should never assume the role of lobbyist
or tbe role of the egotistic, monopolist
appropriating honors which he should

and

only

share

in

part.

1 have been
when there

tbe legislature
democrat in the

member of

a

was

but

one

patriotic
powerful
republican legislature.

excited

the

over

But, alas,

they discovered a hole in
the Fernald administration, the bogle cry
of extravagance, graft and reform rang
out over tbe hills of Maine, and democracy
when

into

came

power with

a

pledge

of

economy

in its mouth.

The great bulk of democracy, like tbe
bulk of republicans, are honest, intelligent snd well-meaning citizens, and
aim through their party to secure a pare,
great

just administration,

economical and

but

PIANOS
SMALL IN8TRUMKNTS OP ALL KINDS

is the only way to protect the
Hancork county. If they once get
into the heavy timber out of reach, where
they oannot be picked, then good-bye to
all deciduous trees that cannot be frequently sprayed with poison. In the locality the only way we manage to save
orchards or shade trees is by spraying
with arsenate of lead, and It requires
powerful apparatus to accomplish it if the
trees

are

Massachusetts
hold the moths in check. They
are as dangerous now as ever before, yet
Governor Toes has vetoed this year's appropriation, and the moths should have a
glorious season in Massasbusetta and be
able to send billions of the pesta Into the
other New England states.
GLEASON L. AECHKB.
OBITUARY.
MBS.

THOMAS

H.

Apply

\JT

having for its object the spiritual and moral welfare of the community,
They had no children.
Besides her husband, who has the sympathy of a wide circle of acquaintances,
she leaves a sister—Borah F., wife of Robert
8. Leighton, and a brother—Charles F.
Jordan, both of Everett, Maas., who, together with Mr. Leighton, were present at
the funeral, which took place at the home
on South street this afternoon. Rev. P.
A. A. Killam officiating.
The attendance at the last sad rites attested the high esteem in which Mr*.
Campbell was held, snd the many and
beautiful floral offerings were mote exof the

high regard

by

and friends.
at Woodbine cemetery.

MRS.

in which she

her relatives
was

FARM-On

mail.

rated

let

KEU.ER8TRA88

H.

i

_

Fourth

street.

Barn, carriage-house, garden tools;
H0178B—Of
of land. Fine place for
about I
acres

Formerly the late John L Moor
garden
place. Inquire of wm. T. Moos, SO Alder 84-,
Waltham. Mass.

Rhode
T^(K*8~Por hatching. Mingle combdark-red
I\ Island reds: large, heavy,
birds. Great winter layers. Egg*: 15, ?Sc; IS,
O. P.
Non* better anywhere.
• I; 1«, #4.
Tossssrr. Lamolne, Me. ; BiUworth, R. F. D.
No.

S.)_

_

Oak Point, in Trenton. lOmilea
with good-sited lot;
summer residence.
Apply to
Loax A Bold two Aee»x, Ella-

HOUSE—AtEllsworth,
fine location for
below

Kllswobtm
worth. Me.

_

PLANTS

la

Glen

Mary
the variety; large, dark, red and of
STRAWBERRY
100
Me
100: 54
1.000; T6e
—

beat

quality.
poet paid.

per
per
per
A. A. K a ants a, DviUr, Me.

T>LACB— Near mouth of Union river, Tu Ells-

X

acre#, with shore front, dwellworth.
ing and outbuildings; good well. For particulars apply to F. L. Masox. Bllsworth'.
—

Practically

Buick

n*w.

runabout; has
only 2*4 miles; la
Automobile
Bog
order. For particulars write
rua

to

j Krfect
Ellsworth. Me.
TREES

APPLE

name

Co.,

For

—

spring

delivery.

Maine-grown; leading varieties: true to
Inquire of Haxcock Co. Ncasanr

Murry.

Me._

UTOMOBILE-Model T Ford louring car.
in first claa* condition, at a bargain
Will demonstrate. Apply to C. I- STArun.
Ellsworth. Me.
4

'_

BLOODED

and
17U7LL
of either kind,

—

8- C.

Wyandotte

while

;

W cl*,

white

for IS.

L.

Sedgwick. Mework horse*,

good for farm

HORSKM--Pair
price reasonable; also light horse*
for work and driving. F. B. Oaooon, Ellsuse:

also Jersey
on or write

•

cow

to

At Pleasant

beaek.

8TRLLA BOSTON SWAM.

Hancock Point summers. She
served as president of the Maine club in
New York, and was active in church work
at Plymouth church, heing chiefly inoottage at

terested in mission work.
Daring all her life away from her native
State her interest in it never flagged, nor
did her love ever grow less for those she
bad loved in her youth. Her father was
George H. Boston, s veteran of the Civil
war, and prominent in the whaling business In the early days.
Her mother’s

Bay side

Philens H. Pomeroy.

Success with your Chicks
depends I upon the
There is nothing better
than Il-O-Steitrns Cookexl
C hick Feed. Try a bag and jour
chick troubles arc over.

prices.
H-O-Stearns Cooked Chick Feed.
H-O-Special Scratch Feed.
H-O-Dry Mash Feed.
H-O-Milk Peed.
Beef Scrape.
Bone Meal.
Cracked Bone.
Mica Crystal Orit.
Chick Grit.
Shells.

Charcoal.
Alfalfa Meal.
Dr. Hess’ Poultry and Stock Remedies.
Dr. Hess’ Instant Louse Killer.
| Kow Kure. Garget Remedy.

AUSTIN H. JOY, 3s3a”ft-

fessional

Wm. O. EMERY
TITLES

_

Boston, Mass., March 25,1912.
To the Editor of The American:
The letter which appeared in The
American of March 20 from Lynwood P.
Giles,

esq., interested

me

greatly,

because

daily opportunity to see the harmeffect of the brown-tail moth upon the
hardwood trees of eastern Massachusetts.
To say that they are a scourge to be
ful

exceedingly

dreaded
Unless

some

means

is to
more

put it mildly.
effective than

devised to combat the
pest is discovered, the hardwood trees of
Massachusetts are doomed. The area of

has been hitherto

rapidly spreading to
England states, and every

devastation

other New

is

can

accomplish:

quarter of

chiefly

oak.

1 have two

acres

hardwood trees In
The moths have

and

a

large trees,

A.

infested the

of them two and

FAKCHKK

Induced Dr.
Make

Woburn,

country hereabouts. Two years
ago nearly all my oak trees were alive and
healthy. To-day nearly every tree is
dead, and I find myself obliged to cut
them down. The lot was thickly covered
some

G.

omosi

MORRISON, JOY t CO. BLOCK.
•TATS

.After

a

Howard Company
Special Prices.

great deal of -effort and

STRSST.

TddMsa tin

i.iam

to

corre-

spondence, Q. A. Parcher, the popular
druggist, has succeeded in getting the Dr.
Howard Co. to make a special half-price
introductory offer on the regular flfty-cent
size of their celebrated specific tor the
cure of constipation and dyspepsia.
This medicine is a recent discovery for

Beautiful Hair Switches
Send

a Lock of

Your Hair with

and we will mail you a 30 inch
Switch,
with 3 abort stems, straight or
wavy,
plain shades, value 93.50. if not aatiafactory, return at once and money will be refunded. This bargain to continue for a
short time only. KKUCK’H, 53’ Coogrrae St., Portland, Me.

NURSES
WANTED
A

n*w ward has been
opened st The Chilarea a Hospital in Portland, and more nurses
are needed.
A new class is being started uow.
Applications mast be sent in at once to Supt.

diameter, heavily branched,
fifty feet tall. Yet the moths the cure of all diseases of tne stomach and of
Nurses.
bowels. It not only gives quick relief, but
as quickly as if they had been
it makes permanent cures.
two-year-old sprouts.
Buginres ©pportunitirs.
Dr. Howard’s specific ha* been so reThe sire of a tree makes no difference to
in
successful
nest
in
curing
It
its
a
dried
leaf
markably
moth.
the
constipaspins
at the tip of a branch at any height, and tion, dyspepsia and all liver troubles, that
Small Investment
Profits.
when spring comes the caterpillars hatch Q. A. Parcher is willing to return the
in every case where it does not
A Maine party
out.
The young price paid
when the buds come
forming a big amusegive relief.
leaves have no chance of life, and the tree,
Headaches, coated tongue, dizziness, ment corporation invites correspondafter a few ineffectual attempts to leave gas on stomach, specks before the eyes, ence.
Empire Amusement Comand all forms of liver and
constipation,
out, dies.
stomach trouble are soon cured by this pany, P. O. Bor 181, Port laud, Maine.
had
Last spring I
frequent occasion to scientific medicine.
three feet in
and

over

killed

them

Big

yard of
which were two thrifty pear trees. The
trees blossomed out beautifully, but I had
previously observed many moth nests in
the tree.
Then for several mornings I
noticed a battle royal between the moths
and the blossoms and leaves. The moths
won, and for several weeks the trees stood
pass

a

deserted house, in

the

Bo great is the demand for this specific
that Q. A. Parcher has been able to secure
only a limited supply, and every one who

is troubled with dyspepsia, constipation
call upon him
or liver troubles should
at once, or send 25 cents and get sixty
doses of the best medicine ever made, on
this special half-price offer, with his personal guarantee to refund the money if it
does not cure.

The successful bidder will be paired t*
fnrnlsh n bond for 80 per cent, of tbe amovst
of tbe contract.
The right is reserved to refect any sad iii
bids.
M. C. Moaaiso*.
J• mus W. Milk.
Oaisar K Uktvn,
Mootcipal officers of Rdn

■^^OTICR

FREEDOM ROTICK.
is hereby given that I.
fcariss C.
«

aN
Gray, of Ellsworth. Maine, give to ay
minor con. Harold L. Qray, the remainder «f

his

minority, and that after this date ! »bi8
pay any bills of his contracting and forbid all persons trusting him on my account
Cm* C. (Just.
Ellsworth. Maine, April ft, l»ll.
not

NOTICE
HEREBY forbid all persons

trusting

I harboring anyone
this date- I shall

or

on my account after
pay no bills to snyoae **•
cept such as are contracted by myself or ay
written order.
Rosaav Arrscar.
BloeblU. Ms April TJ. Itll,

NOTICE
WIFE. It ad el L..

having
MYalland board without luat

left my bad
cause, this Uto
persons against harboring or trusting her on my account HaassaT L Htrrritaaoa, Mouth Brooksvllie, Maine.
Thoar wishing tbvir
/''1EMKTRBY 1.0T8
V / cemetery lota at Woodbinr cared for.
should notify C C. Beast lx or iiswi A.
Pamoasa. Ellsworth

JUgal Notun.
mTK Or MAINE.
Cotnrrr

or

Hamcock

s*.

May

».

a.

d. if a

this eighth day of May. a. d. HU.
•location dated May 1. a. A. list. :*•
on a judgment rendered by th*
supreme
judicial court far the county of Ihscxi sod
Btal* of Maioe at the term thereof began asd
ho Men on the eecond
of tprll, a d.
of aald term. beiw
1*11, to wit, on the last

TAKEN
sued
on

Tuesday
day

the twentieth day of April. 1911. in ftrorof C.
W. Grtndie, of Ellsworth, in said county and
rttate. against Leonard C. Hod*a ns. of aald
Ellsworth, for the sum of alxty-lbrt* dollaw
and forty eight cents debt or dam**'- and aiM
dollars and eighty-nine cent* co»t« of autt,
and will be sold si public auction to tkr bl*h«*
bidder on the twelfth day of June. * d. Ifa
at ten o'clock In the forenoon at the offlcs of
Peters A Knowlton In Ellsworth, aforeaaid,
the following described real estate and all th*
right, title and interest which the
Leonard C. Hodgkins has and bad in and to
the same on ths fifth day of Anguat. a. d. ifli.
at eleven o'clock and
thirty rutnu'.e* in iw
forenoon, the time when tbs same sa* attached on the writ In the same snit, to *H:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated »
Ellsworth aforesaid and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
northwest comer of Gsorge MlTlikea »
Milllstead: then running southerly on •a:
ken's lins twenty flee rods: then
parallel to the llo# of tbs Ben Mi.ikrn lot
ninety rods to a stake by an old v i««*:
thence south eighty-throe nod one-ball de*
grees west fifty-aloe and one-bsif rods to
staks; then north eighty six and tie-talf degrees west twenty-four rods to Union river,
then northerly and easterly along tbs
t had*
and a ooee to tbs said Ben MlUtken
then easterly on said Miliiken line w ij*
thirty
of
containing
and
place
beginning
less.
However. reaervtM
acres, more or
therefrom two acres more or leas, bounded sa
follows, to wit: Beginning on the »ald Miui*
ken line ninety rods from tbs shore; then •»
right angles southerly ten rod*; then •«***
thss
erly parallel to said line thirty rods:
north weal to the shore eight rods. t!'B ‘*®“5
the shore to the Miliiken line and oa th* on*®
line to the place of beginning
***“•
Meaning and intending to Include the
property which was ©ooeeyed to L.thy
Leonard C. Hodgkins by Leonard
IT
by his deed dated January 16. 18*4"'
corded in Hancock records In sol. 9W
John A- Bn sat.
SheriffDeputy

bsjne*

dgkiJJ.

$1-95

Sl'CCBSSKl'L.

SfsiaT

■

MAIMS

•wrahM mad* and shatruli
and capias furnlahad an ahart
notice, and at HIIMSI WCO.

aCUrrtifinunUB

ef-

whole

with

How’s This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cared by
Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
We. the undersigned, have known F J.
Cheney for the last 16 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable lo all business transactions and financially able to carry out any
obligations made by bis firm.
Waudino. Kinnan A Marvin,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cnre is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood and mucus surfaces of the system. Testimonals sent free.
Price 76c. per bottle
Sold by all Druggists.
Take Halt's Family Pills for constipation.

the

fort should be made to arrest the scourge.
To illustrate what the brown-tail moth

CLLAWrORTM,

“JJ

owHI

obuia5

season

I Have a Complete Line of Poultry and Dairy Supplies and
can quote the lowest

buried.

.t™."™
hi
b,!L

lgfl

proper food.

Oyster

Mcllo,^!

warn

atrarrUflcmnuB.

Ibis

""

Kll,.^*

SKAi.KD

worth.

year-old Jersey:
due
freshen, ('all
BULL~P1ne
MiADownsw Pax*. Lakewood. Me.

over Moore’s drug store
hr R. T. ftowle; hot
of E t). Moon.,

PROPOSALS
Por balldlu
•ect ion. of Htate road, one
M» tret in length, the other .ectioo
feel in length. In the town of Fiden wlil
?
eeleed by the Mlecimen of Kden.«nd
Htate commlaeioner of highway. -.L.
o’clock D. ro.. Frlo.y, May 10.
,,
Hate and place, th.y will he publicly
^
and read.
Bids will be received for the constnjctte*
macadam road, and alternate birth win be »
celved for the construction of oiled raacadsl
**
roads.
Plan* may b* seen. specification*. for»« *
contract and proposal blanks may hr
at tbe office of the State
con«ml»*ioo«r g
highways. Augusta. Maine, and si the ofltot*
the board of aeclectmen. Bar Harbor
and no proposal will be considered bom,
made on said propoaal blank.
Rach bidder must accompany hi* bid with
certified check payable to the treasurer of the
town of Eden, for ten per cent, of the
amoatt

Leghorn

ft. Egg*
W. Osaxt.

roosters,

*1,

Snii.bl*
insurance office inl.m.J®*’
‘nq®‘r« <#
Ellsworth.

HOTIOB TO CONTRACTOR*.
Htate Road Work

MclxTvea. Bluehlll.

rootna oa

„

Mor*t»»wT

Sptri.il Matter*.

CrytUI Whlt» Orpin*too* standard bred from MO mating
Eggs. $2 for IS: also utility egg* from Plymonth Rocka. Rhode Islam! Reds and White
WyandoUea. #1 for IS. Turkey** eggs la sea-

Inquire of C. H. Gsixdal. Ellsworth Me.

Mrs. Swan in recent years had made her
Brookl>n, N. Y., occupying her

.lore.
or

lawyer’s

L.

t
SaPFICRM
ingulf,

fox ialf.

10

over C.
Mein .A

OPPICBN—Sulte
Ing
C. L. Moms 1*0,

A1 Mr*. John B. W«b«4*r**,
near depot, BiUworth, Me.

BOAHDKR8
Spring «>..

w?u

tors,

_

OTTAOB

home in

name was

Olw prlc« »n.1
M. K Uluni, 104
mil dMeriptloa.
Concord .... MmbrMf*. linn.
M»ln»

H.
SOc each.
Mains. Tel »-S.

movement

Interment

■ntA.

t

rlijSS
5
hi.* *

»t

month or th. mum
Colt,.,
Including 4 ch.tnh.r*
All
Pine well water piped to home For
dree* Aarnom rtairra. F.lltworth. Mr
one

often misled and deceived

are

coU»«»
HmmM Hcch,
F~OrnishKD^corrA^TT^;-^'-''-

do honwwork.
Kmo, BlUwortfc.

A. W

to

son.

CAMPBELL.

Genuine sorrow is expressed by a host
of friends at the death on Monday of
Fannie J., wile of Thomas H. Campbell.
Mrs. Campbell bsd been failing (or
several years, and her death, although
not unexpected, was a source of grief
smong bar many friends.
Mrs. Campbell was one of the three
children of tbs late Elizabeth and John
Wood Jordan. Bbe was born May 4,1800.
Her home bad always been bare in Ellsworth. Bbe was married about twentyeight years ago.
Although never robust,
she was, until failing bealtb prevented,
very active in church work, and In many
She
of the social activities of the city.
was, until its close, greatly Interested in
the Unitarian Church. She was a member of the woman's club, and in many
ways manifested her interest in every

held

|'MRl-Conip««nt
M»».

spent thousands of

dollars to

was

£o It!.

jLfctp CHantrS.

tall.
has

pressions

S. i. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, ZL ST

Mrs. Swan had been in failing health for
by proa year or more.
When she left Hancock
politicians, snd s few rattle- Point last fall she went to the home of her
headed demagogues who mount the fence son in Brookline where she was tenderly
along the political highway and excitedly cared for until the end.
She is survived
her husband, three
point to the dangers in the forests beyond. sons and an agedby
mother. Her remains
H.
were taken to Norridgewock and placed
in a plot where eight of her ancestors are
The Brown-tall Moth.

they

Machh^T]

VICTOR and EDI80N Talking

points out,

Friends in this vicinity of Mrs. Stella
B. Swan will be grieved to learn of her
death which occurred last Saturday at
midnight at the borne of her son Carroll J.,
in Brookline, Mass.
Mrs. Swan was born in Norridgewock
Aug. 8,1854. Her early life was spent there.
She was married to Eugene J. Swan, of
Dec. 25, 1875. They lived in
ber and size, and so did the democratic Franklin,
Franklin where Mr. Swan was in business
This large minority ought to
minority.
for many years, and there her three sons—
have lined up and put their hats on for reDr. Eugene L., Carroll J., and Alton were
form under tbe Fernald administration,
born. Mr. Swan finally moved West.
inand
and
a
fluence

aaBirUMinmt»,'~'^=s

trees of

House, and then again when there were
more than fifty, and I never saw them
wearing economy buttons, nor exhibiting
great nervousness or strong kicking propensities over big appropriations, bat they
were very much like republicans—wanted
all they could get for their constituencies.
For the last few years, prior to 1911, it is
said the appropriations increased in num-

1 have

FOB KBPKBSKNTATIVBS.

Under the apportionment by the last legislature, there are seven representative claases in
Hanoock county, instead of eight, as follows:
Class 1—Eden.
Class 2
Bucks port, Orland, Castine, Dedham and Verona.
Class 3— Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora, Amherst, Otis, Mariaville, Waltham and Plantations 8, 10, 21, 28. 33.
Class 4— Stonington, Deer Isle, Sedgwick.
Isle au Haut, Eagle Inland. Hog island. Butter
island. Bear island. Pumpkin island and Long
Island plantation.
Class b— Goulds boro, 8ullivan,
Franklin,
Hancock, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,
Eastbrook and Townships 7 and 9.
Class 8 —Bluehill, Surry, Brooklin, Penobscot and Brooksville.
Class 7—Mount Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor. Swan's Island, Cranberry Isles, Lamoine. Mt. Desert Rock and Marshall island.

Candidates in

still, small voice of de-

the

mocracy.
rfeitber uot.

lation

FOR SHKHirr.

claases

people,

ever

are

The governor may pat his foot down
extravagant, unnecessary or harmful legis-

TOR*.

Melvin D. C'hstto.South Brooksvllle
Alexander C- Bagerthy.Ellsworth
J. Herbert Fatten.Bar Haibor
George A. Savagt.Northeast Harbor
Democrat.
Richard P. Harriman.Bucksport
Frank P. Ober.Mt. Desert
Dr. C. E. Waagatt.
Deer Isle
Socialist.
Franklin L. Pray ..Bar Harbor

John A.

by

but

on

Republican.

Fred

A fiction in connection with the
wool bill passed by the last session
and vetoed by the President is that
the protective tariff promotes a trust
In the United
in woolen goods.
States there are over a 1,000 woolen
mills. The so-called trust owns about
thirty of these. The trust has about

The

17.

allowed to

papers expired Monday, Msy

The

peller, ami

are

to

the

trust the

guided

Candidates Who

liberally supplied

with current political literature, can
be made a useful adjunct to the work
in hand, and it is hoped that this

papers

substitute that power for
people, we discover how
little confidence we can place in that
party, or its leaders, rather, who are not
afraid to

republicans will meet
to organize a

Thus
club.
early is
the sentiment crystallizing that the
day of democracy in Hancock county

the will of the people by repeated resubmiaaion without precedent,
guided by no minimum majority rule
established by law to satisfy a disgruntled
majority that happens to be in power, and
overcome

legislature.
Milton 9. Beckwith, who was a candilike
date for the republican nomination for would
will of
representative from the Ellsworth class, the
the

evening

campaign

initial

for

has withdrawn his nomination
from the secretary-of-state’s office.

fairs of the country.

to-morrow

ticket in the field, including candidates
senator, sheriff, county commissioner,
register of probate and representative to

a

aWjrrtlwnunt*

there leadens end blackened aa though
a Sre
had denuded them. Then in the
summer, after the caterpillars had gone
elsewhere tor food, the trees leaved out
again. Another season of moths would
kill them aa dead aa is an apple orchard
just across the street. But this year a
man has moved into the boose, and now 1
observe that he baa carefully removed all
the nests from the trees.
Bo they may
have a chance of life.
To destroy every nest now, aa Mr. Giles

WAN T
a

hustling

~

D

in each town in Maine
to represent and sell stock of a Maine
amusement corporation. Large comman

missions.
J. w. Colbit,
Street, Portland, Maine.

5

West

NOTICE or rOBECLOsl IiK.
HEREBY give public notice that I
m
claim by mortgage upon a certain ioj
of land situated in Bar Harbor, dfo.
*«a
in
in cock
county. Maine, described
mortgage as follow:
.....
Beginning on the west side of Main
at an iron bolt set in the ground at lbe
east corner of my
land, it being
land of Chant*
northeast corner of
of Isipbene and A«a
Weaver, formerly
Grace: thence running north eighty four
greeaand fifteen minutes west (N. W,
m
one hundred and two feet and ten inches,
or
ieas. to the northwest corner or
corn**
northeast
Weaver’s laod. it beiDg the
of land of Daigle: then on same course,
*
always following said Daigle's north
seventy-three v78j feet more or le** °
southwest corner of mv land, thence
five degrees east (N.VI.) but always folios
ing my west line fifty <»> feet to An iron
set in the ground: thence south eighty
Mdegrees and fifteen minutes east (8- mentioosa
but always parallel with the first
line, one hundred and seventy-six1
s* ln
four inches, more or less, to an iron bolt am*the ground on the west side ot sala
street; thence following said street *°u. aDJ
(Mto (80) Iwl to the flrrt
ha
,na contain, eight thoawnd, eight
•nd four (MW) K)n»re t«t. more or leu*,
thereon.
with
building,
gether
...bribed
de»c
Being ell *od the nu property deea
as conveyed in a certain warranty
d
T. L. Roberts to said Frank D. r°*ler• .,.n.
October l»th. \Wi and recorded In the
t
cock county, Maine, registry
the
Mi, page m. Together with buildings

I

bnftj

Krcel

^

^

***£+

bald mortgage is from Frank DBar Harbor Banking A Trust Lomp* ^
dated Jan. 19,1901. and recorded Janma
q{
J t>r
in the Hancock county, Maine.
deeds, book 498, page 81, and i#.
t«
said Bar Harbor Banking * Trust
Loere B. Deasy by instrument dated
<(
coonty.
Hancock
in
the
1906. recorded
registry of deeds, vol. 497, page M4The condition* of aald
•
broken, by reaaon whereof I etmlmnr
partb * f
ol the same and give this notice for Dass*
Luunn B,
pose.
19191*
Bar Harbor, Maine, May

^fjjfJLny
Corner

moI^^**r^/rrtci0sur*

from C. W. A F. L. Mason a renewed
policy for f400on school No. 5; also a renewed policy from O. W. Tapley for a like
amount on the mine building, and also
policies covering the same insurance from
E. J. Walsh.
It appears that Messrs. Mason and Tapley had been notified by the school committee not to renew the insurance, but
refused to recognise the authority of the
school committee in the matter, under the
section of the law discussed two weeks ago
in The Aekrigan.
The school board has letters from State

city meeting.
ISSUE

BOND

NEW

FOR

BU1fi

OPENED.
JONS MAY ALSO

IN

BATTHINO

OTHKB BUSI-

BONDS

B* PUT INTO
—SOLL8 OF ACCOUNTS*

j

at the regulull board was praaeut
government last
meeting of the city

The
w
*

the chapman

ELLSWORTH

concert.

Best Musical Event In

Years

—

Suc-

IlMtnMW.

FALLS.

Ernest Lyman, of Bangor, spent Sunday
here with his parents.

Every Way.
The ladies’ sewing circle will meet
With the possible exception of the socalled Mnoonda concert, given here way Thursday afternoon with Mrs. Abbie
back in 1899, and at a time when the musi- Haslam.
cal “fever” was at a higher temperature
Ira B. Hagan, jr., spent several days last
lu

cess

than now, nothing in the line of a musical
entertainment has ever been given in Ellsworth surpassing in quality the concert at
Hancock hail last Wednesday evening.
The performers were artists every one.
Of the

Mt. Desert and
business.

week at
on

Hood’s

Winter Harbor

*

Herbert Strout and wife have rented the
place of Mrs. Ella Fox, on the Bangor

road,

and will

move

there

no equal for cleansing the blood of all humors,
relieving that tired feeling, restoring the appetite.
It accomplishes its wonderful results in giving
health and strength to the run-down system, at this

of

scores

a

Has

soon.

complimentary notices
Arthur Foster came home Sunday night
Superintendent Smith, who expressed the given them by the press, not one was unfor
opinion that the authority
placing deserved. This is not the place for a crit- from Forest, where be has been serving as
station agent since last fall. The office is
schoolhouse insurance lay with the school !
ique of the concert; it must suffice to say closed for the summer.
committee, and also from Attorney-Gen- that the only
ones
were
disappointed
eral Pattangall saying there was no doubt
Miss Laura McCarthy, who has been the
those who did not attend—especially those
of Mrs. A. W. Ellis, left Sunday
that this was true.
who stayed away with a notion that the guest
The bill of Mr. Walsh, approved by the number*)
for Portland to resume her duties
would be of so classical a charac- evening
as teacher in the
school committee, was passed oc the roll ter as
public schools there.
not to be appreciated.
The fact is,
of accounts—a virtual acceptance by tno
Fred Moore has bought the home of
no music,
is
so
“high”
correctly rendered,
aldermen of the policies written by him.
Martin E. Salisbury, who will soon move
ss not to give
pleasure.
A bill of Mrs. Clara O. Hopkins for f40
The hall was comfortably filled, and his family toHudson, where'he goes to take
for extra compensation for taking school
everyone was delighted.
Miss Potter’s charge of the farm of Mrs. Salisbury’s
wSo
census was laid on the table until the next
noble contralto, her perfect enunciation iather, William H. Moore.
the advantages
„vrr,l matters, explained
regular meeting.
and faultless tone production charmed the
Thfe evangelistic services closed Sunday
for which there
of s larger bond Iaaue,
The rolls of accounts were then passed
Mr. Mann and Mr. Guptill
audience, and her every appearance was evening.
and the
would be a greater demand,
as follows:
went to North Ellsworth Monday, where
greeted with enthusiastic applause.
doubtieaa get a larger prewould
oitv
soli, or accounts no. 8.
Miss
halier’s
violin
playing was they opened a series of meetings which
probably be
mium. such action will for.
Fund.
Afame.
Amount.
equally well received; from her first note will be held each evening this week at
new bids called
and
taken,
Police.
#46 00 to her last her
Schuyler F Higgins,
listeners evidently took the 7.30, except Saturday evening.
"The report of J. A. McOown, auditor,
Arthur B Mitchell,
46 01)
keenest delight in her work.
John Keisor, the four-year-old son of
Reliable Clothing Co,
7 83
wax accepted.
No tenor voice was ever heard in Ells- Charles E. Keisor and
Andrew M Moor,
NO
wife, lost the sight
acMUAiv or Aumroa'a aaroav
worth
that
of
Mr.
in
surpassing
of one eye last week by piercing it with
Michael J Drummey,
296 83
Poor,
Wells;
rolla and ordara paaaml
After charging off
and
Electric
B
H
is
A U R Power Co.
203 42 quality
light,
range it
superb, and it is a pair of scissors. He was taken to the
April J. tail.
Fire dept,
Leo J Ward well,
46 00 sympathetic to a degree rarely equalled. Ba* Harbor
hospital for
operation. It
BalunAppro-i Total
Wm
H
46
00
His
Pomroy,
drawn
went
singing
straight to the heart, is hoped that the sight of the remaining
priat ’n erttUlt Drawn
Pund.
8 K Whiting,
8 86
and gave unalloyed pleasure to hiB listeners.
eye will not be affected.
Charles Vf Joy,
12 91
And what about Mr. Chapman? His
xao 11 i.sxs TV
8,000 00 s.ooo oo
m.hways,
K Bonsey A Son,
1 60
si so
soooo
tasss
M0oo
skill at the piano has been considerably
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
I 70
MOB
Andrew M Moor,
8 28
*000
MOOD
talked about; the local chorus knew about
3 00
90S 00
•
1.000 00 1.000 00
C W Smith,
46 96
fck fru.h'g
00
780 00
00
700
750
Mrs.
John
L. Perry, of Sorrento, is visitbut
this
was
road,
the
time
an
first
Ellsworth
State
N E Tel A Tel Co,
2 26 it,
3.000 00
3.00000 1.000 00
p,r b'bway,
her
audience
had
ever
had an opportunity to ing
daughter, Mrs. Harold E. MadC L Morang,
1.000 00
4 20
13)00 00
2,,-walki, 1.000 00
047 39 S,90S 90
1.000 00 *,7»l 1»
Edward R Card,
CltVacO*.
8 75 witness it. He played the accompani- docks.
taken up waa the
The rtrst buaineaa
for the refunding bond
ing of bids
bids were received
of 117,000. Eight
from 101 to 102.81. No action
rsnling
of any bida was taken,
toward acceptance
laid on the table until a
• he matter being
to be held June 10. Thia la
M meeting
made that it wouid he
a
suggeation
to
doe
advantage of the city to
to the financial
not"1 maturing June
uke op the ft3.00’’in
making the
,nd iaaue bonda instead,
Hon. John A. Peters,
I iaaue |30,000.
addressed the boerd in relation to

Sarsaparilla as
Spring Medicine

°'L

|

of the
needed
remedial
agents.
specially
It is the most effective preparation of roots,
barks and herbs the world has ever known.
Get Hood’s Sarsaparilla today. In usual liquid
form or tablets called Sarsatabs.
season, because it combines the utmost values

SotlnxeDlT
S*w3K

Hi.hach

TVxt'hooka,

!

Scohouae.
SuDtof acha,

pX?

Fire dept
at, library
I ate real.
Cite water,
Elec llkhta,

JA90 0*
aoooo
aoooo
4000*
1.100 00
S3W00
70000
431*0 00
13WOO
3A»«
73 00
2.000 00
3,541 BO

511

XA80 00
soooo

3*
sow

isa

<00 00

400 00
1.100 00
1AOOOO
7*5 00
4,000 oo!
3.0* 00
1.4®»
7200
2,040 79
8,54130

M 4S

1X3*9
317 07
moo

3A1S 71
woe?
aoa a
SSSM
13)77*1
0,183 M
*50 40
*3)00 00
33*0 00
3.0011*
72 00
2,040 79
2.990 14

R J Goodwin.

2

George Swett,

4 00

Walter J Clark.
C W Grindal.
Clara O Hopkins,

Suptofechs,

1 75
26 15
38 33

**
•*
Text !>ook sup,
J L Hammett Co,
a»7M
Silver, Burdctt A Co,
l>n loU.
RgnHahall.
American Book Co,
59126
Poor,
Ginn A Co,
.•
state t*t,
*.
O Wormell,
Charles
County tax, {
Ovrriayint*
Edward Haney,
School,
Martin A Garland,
36,898 50 46A07 99 4,646 46 41.661 28
ToUiR
High school, James Frazier,
aaeoar.
tax cotticroi'*
Neldo Conary,
Tax iW7tol91l uncollected Feb 10,12, $20,408 52 Schoolhouse, Lawrence Higgins,
4.15$ 62
E Bonsey A Son,
Tu dcedi......
A M Franks,
•84,561 S6
Edward Haney,
2.657 34
Collected to dele
E J Walsh,
• 41.704 01
E E Springer,
Library,
T«8AeUB66‘A B6PORT.
Miss J A Thompson,
Balance on hand at laat report...... • 1.891 $4
Mrs H H Emerson,
34
2.R57
Received from taxea..
Mary A Hodgkins,
75
source*
14.479
other
Received from
Contingent. Thomas E Hale,
Orient
Spray Co,
$19,239 73
Loring, Short A Harmon,
15,974 67
Paid out since last report.
K F Dillingham,
$2.266 06
tub on hand.
OsW A F L Mason.
Charles H Leland,
Treasurer's receipt* from other sources
Andrew M Moore,
than taxes include temporary loan of $5,000.
H P Carter.
DIBJ.irWW.
Jeremiah Hurley,
Albert H Norris,
F. L. Mason presented the substance of
Harry W Haynes.
a proposition from the Village ImproveDelbert M Higgins,
ment society for the extension of the conJ
Artelle McOown.
crete walk on Main street from Oak street
Chaney W Sadler,
to the railroad, and possibly to the JuncJohn W Coughlin,
tion of I’nion street above the railroad, If
Hollis Davis,
food* sufficient were available. The soWalter P Pio.
ciety stands ready to bear a large part of
Harry C Austin,
the expense, and asks the city to aid. The
George Bwett,
Irvin B Salisbury,
society now has a concrete contractor figHancock Co Pub Co,
uring on the cost, and hopes to be preAustin
H Joy,
pared to submit definite figures at the reCharles O Wormell,
cess meeting to be
held Friday evening.
Charles E Monaghan,
F. M Gay nor and John A. Peters spoke
Han hall rep, A M Foster.
in favor of the proposition, and the senti•••»•••

8
38
5

expressed by members of

the

44 oo

82

asked for

pertnisaion

|

crushed rock work. He took occasion to
compliment Street-Commissioner Warden
on
excellent work being done.
NEW HOSE AND

HOSE-CART,

thief-Engineer Goodwin reported the
condition of hose at the engine bouse, and
recommended
°t

new

2

purchase

of

feet

obtained
j|ad
nose-wagon to be
a

built here. The matter
referred to the chief-engineer and
committee on fire department, to report a
ennite recommendation at the recess

Meeting.
A
®

letter from State Highway-Commis-

0n

Hardison

read,

was

in relation

to

urther State aid in consideration of the
of |2,000 for
expenditure
improvement, other

ly

18

f cr

permanent highthan State road.
preposed to use' fl,000 of this fund

improvement

of

the

eastern

road,

mmsssioner Hardison

said the automofund had not yet been appor*Ched, but that Ellsworth would receive
1 e

tax

consideration when it

was

done.

SCHOOL INSURANCE.

Before reading the roll of
accounts,Cityerk
stated

m

10

1446

Sidewalks.

147

14

95

36 00

19 50

2
2

that he had received

WKST

2 03
6 00

9

00

4 00
40 08
2

39
49

6
3

00
30

1.886 77

household
will live.
removal.

goods to Ellsworth, where they
Their neighbors regret their

Mrs.

Lois

Ellsworth

Port.

Ar May 6, sch Lincoln, Rockland, lime, C W
Grindal
Hancock County Porta.
Surry—81d May 8, ach Stony Brook, Yarmouth

West Sullivan—Sid May 1, acha Franconia,
Boston; Fannie and Fay, Providence
Ar May 4, sch Mannie Saunders, Boston
Franklin—Ar May 4, sch 0 Taylor 3rd, westward
Sid May 4, sch Portland Packet. Boston
Southwest Harbor-Ar April 30, sch Northern Light from Gloucester with cargo salt
Ar May I, ga s Copia from Westport, N S;
sch Mertis H Perry from fishing grounds
Ar May 2, sch Effle M Morrissey from Vinal
Haven bound for Nova Scotia
Ar May 3. ach Grace Darling
Sid May 4, sch Grace Darling
Sid May 6, sch Anna L Sanborn; ga s Copia
for Nova Scotia; Nickerson
Hass
Harbor
Ar May 3, schs Northern
Light, Ann C Stuart
—

BARBOUR-At Bluehlll, April 26, to Mr and
Mrs Hugh Barbour, a son.
FARRELL-At Ellsworth, Apil 30, to Mr and
Mrs
Rulof C Farrell, a son.
(.Edward
EATON—At Deer Isle,

66

373

66

REPORTS.

was

the free use
morial day and the Sunday evening preceding.
Bond of A. W. Nason as constable-atlarge was approved and filled.
The recommendation of the democratic
city committee for appointment of the following election officers was adopted:
Ward 1—Election clerk, J. H. Leland;
ballot clerk, Harold H. Hooper.
Election clerk, Frank H.
Ward 2
Young, ballot, Frank T. Doyle.
Election clerk, Harold V.
Ward 3
Moore; ballot clerk, Arthur Salisbury.

Eugene Eaton,

a

April 26.
daughter.

to

Mr and Mrs

KANE—At Brookliu, May 6, to Mr and Mrs
Wilmont P Kane, a daughter.
8NOWMAN—At Orland. May 4, to Mr and
Mrs Burleigh M Snowman, a son.
SOPER-At Orland, May 2. to Mr and Mrs
Pearl H Soper, a son.
TAPLEY-At South Brooksville, May 6, to Mr
and Mra Olden D Tapley, a daughter.
MAKKIKD.
BOW DEN —PERKINS—At Penobscot, April
28, by Kev E A Carter. Miss Grace Bowden,
of South Penobscot, to Arthur W Perkins, of
Penobscot.
COLE—WOOD-At Stonington. May 4, by Bev
Joseph Jackson, Miss Rosa A Cole to Ed*
ward C Wood, both of Stouington.
EATON—EATON-At Deer Isle. April 23, by
W
Collins. Miss Laura Eaton to
Rev H
Percy Eaton, both of Deer Isle.
MOON—DODQE-At Bluehill, May 1, by Rev
Ralph A Banker. Maggie Moon to Charles H
Dodge, both of Bluehill.
SWINEBURNE—SMITH—At Rockland, May
1, by Rev G E Edgett, Miss Charlotte M
Swineburne, of Stoniugtou, to Charles S
Smith, of Deer Isle.

_

—

—

Ward 4 Election clerk, Alphonzo B.
Nason; ballot clerk, William K. McGown.
Election clerk, Edward F.
Ward 5
Brady; ballot clerk, Henry M. Dorgan.
—

elected surveyor of
lumber, wood, bark, sand and gravel.
The designation of State road for the
year was discussed, and while no definite
seemed to favor
action was taken,
the continuation of work from near the
Treadwell blacksmith shop at Ellsworth
Falls toward the Bangor bridge. The
commitcee on streets was instructed to see
if survey and plans for State road work
here, as previously laid out, are in existence, and report at recess meeting.
The city clerk was instructed to notify
the Maine Central Railroad Co. of the condition of Spring street, and to repair it a#
for in the company’s agreement
w'ith the city.
It was voted to cancel all the |15,500 insurance on Hancock hall, under the 80
insure the building
per cent, plan, and to
for *7,500 at flat rate, dividing the insurlocal insurance
five
the
among
ance
was

opinion

provided

agencies.
A

ing

ATWOOD—At Bucksport, April 29, Jesse D
Atwood, aged 81 years.
ATWOOD—At East Bucksport, May 1, Nathan
Atwood, aged 86 years.
BENT—At Milton. Mass, April 27, Mrs Sarah
E Bent, formerly of Bluehill, aged 92 years,
4

days.

2, Jacob 8
Bryant, aged 76 years, 1 month, 10 days.
BOYNTON-At Lamoine, May 4, Theodore,
son of Mr and Mrs Chester Boyuton, aged 1
BRYANT—At

Stonington,

May

year, 2 months.
BUNKER—At Oouldsboro, May 3, Stephen P
Bunker, aged 67 years.
CAMPBELL—At Ellsworth, May fl, Fannie J,
wife of Thomas H Campbell, aged 63 years,
2 days.
DUNHAM—At Stonington, April 2$, Stephen
Dunham, aged 87 years, 2 months, 24 days.
GRAY—At South Penobscot, May 2, J Sewall
Gray, aged 66 years, 3 months, 11 days.
LEIGHTON—At Bucksport, May 6, John W
Leighton, aged 75 years.
MORGRAGE—At Castine, May 1, Andrew
Jackso»Morgrage, aged 83 years, 6 months,
8 days.
PATTEN—At North Ellsworth, May 8, Emery
Patten, aged 76 years, 7 months. 26 days.
RICH
At West Tremont, April 27, Mrs.
ElzadaRich.
SWAN—At Brookline, Mass, at the home of
her son Carroll J, Stella Boston, wife of
Eugene J Swan, formerly of Franklin, aged
67 years, 8 months, 28 days. Interment at
—

Norrldgewock.

,.

then taken to Friday
7 o’clock.

recess was

at

|

WALL PAPER

“Ethel,” said Mr. Brown, “I wish you to
give that young man of yours a little message from me.” “Yes, father,” said Ethel,
blushing. "Tell him that your mother
and father don’t object to big light bills,
but they object to him carrying the morn-

New Spring Stock Now in.

ing paper away with him when he leaves.”

Robert Graves Co.’s exclusive
Iborrliarmtnta.

even-

WILLIAMS—At

Williams, aged

Many

colorings.

Paper

and

designs

floral borders

cut-out

much used.

now so

from

10c DOUBLE ROLL UP.

Stonington, April 28, Charles
39 years, 7 months, 19 days.

Main St.

J. A. THOMPSON,

Vtnbl
BUILD YOU UP AND

MAKE YOU STRONd?

ThisdeliciousCod Liver
and Iron Tonic is a wonderful body builder and
strength creator for

feeble old

people, deli-

cate children, weak
women, all run down

conditions, especially
after sickness, and for
chronic coughs, colds
and bronchitis.

Segar.J

00

Memorial day expenses,
of Hancock hall for Me-

Melvin M. Davis

grieved to hear of his death at his home
last Friday.
Many from here attended
the funeral at the chapel Sunday.

LIST.

BORN.

from Five-saw dam to State street.
Wm. H. H. Rice poet, Q. A. R.,

j

Mrs. William

WHY DON’T YOU LET

MARINE

77

tbe acceptance of Oak lane,
Petition
so-called, as a public way, was referred to
committee on streets; also petition for rebuilding of sidewalk on tbe Shore road

and

C. L. Moran£, Ellsworth

Daniel Richardson and

C. Meader and wife.

for

for

KLLSWUKTH.

John A. Mender, of Skowhegan, made a
short visit last week to his parents, John

2 00
2 00

$8,499 34
The mayor was instructed to draw his
warrant for |318.88 in favor of Austin M.
Foster, the contract price for new door in
Hanoock hall.

granted |50

her home

2 00

SALARY ROLL.

AND

Peters.

00

Grand total.

PETITIONS

Wednesday noon

A.

Hamlin

night for

wife, Sunday.
Maloney, of Ellsworth,
entertained at luncheon visited her mother, Mrs. Arrie Higgins,
by Mr. and Mrs. John and her
sister, Mrs. Inez Smith, last week.
Friends here of Emery Patten were

00

9 35

$170
208

annual one.
The artists wage

2 00

62 99
TKACH RES'

Alto-

True worthy is visiting her
1 60
daughter. Mrs. William Nevells, in Ells69 60 worth. Mrs. Winfred E. Clark is
keep17 00 ing house for her.
6 79 ;
Mrs. Rowena Carter, who has ft pent the
12 00
winter with her daughter in Old Town, is
now with her daughter, Mrs. Austin O.
86 00
2 00 Co nary, in Ellsworth for a few days.

16 87

Common schools.
High school.

liberally responded.

an

1 60

bills from ex-St.
Com. Patten.)
#28

and

H. W. Cunningham and wife, of Binehill, spent Saturday and Sunday with her
17 50 daughter, Mrs. Robert Carlisle.
A. W. Buzzeli and wife are moving their
14 SO

(Qeferred

Rock-crushing.
Sidewalks.

ciously

vociferous in its deencores, and all the artists grawas

36 35

29 94

NEVER accept a pair of shoes because you “guess they’ll do.“
When you buy La France Shoes you have the choice of so many
styles and leathers that you leave the store with the pleasant
conviction that you have got just what you “had your mind
set on.“
H Here is a sturdy, easy shoe for travel or everyday,

Maddocks left Monday
in Machias, called
there by the illness of her brother.
Herbert Strout and wife, of Ellsworth
Falls, called on Mrs. Strout’s parents,
Mrs.

audience

10 00

36
112 81
697 56
372 71

Highways.

The

mand for

90
1 25

36

——

grmm.

1 60

1,000
Reports as to the location of telephone
He also reported that he
poles on Spring street w'ere accepted and
figure of f325 for a new ordered recorded.

the

hose.

Highways.
Bridges.
Rock-crashing.
Unappropriated money.

to obstruct the

crushing plant he taken from some other
than ihe
rock-crushing fund, in order
that all money
possible be available for

40
60

STREET COMMISSIONER S ROLLS.

favor material aid.
George B. Stuart, as counsel for Mrs. C.
C. Burr ill, called attention to the location of a telephone pole on Oek street, in
front of the Forsyth house at the corner
of Main and Oak streets, which it was
claimed was unsightly and a damage to
the property. Mr. Stuart said suit was to
be instituted against the telephone company, to which the city would be a party
unless the municipal officers rescinded
the permission granted the company to
erect the wires on Oak street, which, he
said, had never been condemned and laid
out, but has been accepted by the city.
Mr. stuart said he would give the city
reasonable time to rescind its permit, and
•sve itself from
expense as party to the
•uit. The matter was laid on the table
until the June meeting.
A representative from Conners Bros.,
contractors for the new poatoffice extensidewalk during erection of the building,
»nd also
suggested the advisability of
having the sidewalk line permanently defined, so that manhole in sewer could
be properly located.
It was voted to
frrant the license, the mayor being instructed to see that the city was properly
protected.
«r. Peters, after
speaking of the bond
!*8ue and tbo concrete sidewalk extension,
■oggf-Nted that the bill for repairs on rock-

50

$1,806 92

board

seemed to

sion,

S3

throughout with consummate taste.
Mrs. Ida Flood, who has spent the
Many regrets were expressed that he did winter at Hillman Heath’s, moved back to
a solo number or two on the
pro- her home at Nicolin Monday.

not have

gether the affair was an unqualified suc12 00 cess. It would be a liberal education in
6 54
music if an affair of this sort could become

..

ment

60

Cun Meta!

ments

14 69

.*...

l

00

6242
Russia Calf and

Does You dood or
Costs You Nothing:.
A Real Cod Liver
Tonic Without Oil.

We will return your
money if you do not
think Vinol has helped
you after taking one
bottle.
Don’t this
seem

fair?
FOR SALE AT

PARCHER’S
Main Street, Ellsworth.

±=

“It is

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is best to be insured” with

good

1C. W. & F. L. MASON 1
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

=
=
=
—

^

REAL E8TATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric
lights, and‘a bout 1 acre of laud. A bargain on easy terms.
MAINE
ELLSWORTH,
....

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

Twenty Years' Experience.

HOLZ, Baker.

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Civil Engineer,
Land Surveyor.
Corraspoadtnce Solicit*!.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.

CLARION.

'NO
PAY. NO WA8HR1,"
All kinds of laundry work done at abort notice.
Good a called tor and delivered.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

“Clarioq”, it is
every requirement.

to meet

by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

Made

J. P. ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth

Main Street,

P. 0 Box 7.

EI.U3 WORTH

THE—

sure

Holz’s Bread in the last three months
has driven all competitors, save one, from
the field. At the request of one of Ellsworth’s leading ladies, I have decided to
offer a $10 decorated fruit-cake to the
person in Ellsworth, or vicinity, who will
write the best article as to why Ellsworth
people should patronize home industries
and Ellsworth made products.
This article not to contain over 500
words, and to be used as an advertisement- Increased business makes it neccessary for me to enlarge my shop in the
near future.
My bread is made from
Pillsbury’s Best flour, with pure lard,
milk, etc-, in plain tfiew of my customers.
We use no lard or oil compounds, and
nothing but Fleischmaun’a Yeast for raising purposes.
We now employ four people, and a little
later will use a larger number, all of
whom will be residents of Ellsworth. Our
prices are no higher than you pay elsewhere for inferior products. Through
the courtesy of our merchants, Holz's
Bread is kept in stock and delivered with
their other goods.
Address all articles to Hols, The
Water
Ellsworth,
Street,
Baker,
Maine. For further particulars enquire at
our shop and salesroom.

of all kinds.
Street, Ellsworth.

Water

EDWARD F. BRADY,
Telephone 5—5.

^

ii

BLACKSMITH
Horse Shoeing and Jobbing

Jobbing.

s.
Personal attention to all de*
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

||
SS

GEORGE S. OB2R,

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES

nace—if it is a

The Sanitary
BAKERY
“RoundtheCorner”

insured; 9

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day
FRIDAY

H. B. ESTEY A. CO.
Ellsworth, Me
Estey Building. State 8t..

CommiBBion fHtrdjants.
The advertisements below represent some of
the leading houses of New England.
Our
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EGGS.
Returns.
Top Market Prices
Prompt
To Ellsworth

BERRIES

WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS.,
107-109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

DEAL

quotations

on

request.

:

Bangor Office

:

12 Grove St.

Established

ELECTRICAL
Pul

WIRING.

Lines of

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wiring sad Supplies Cheerfully dives
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth
Estey Building. State St..

Estiaatca

LAWRENCE & CO.
1863

Commission Merchants
OULTRY, ECKiS, FRUIT, PRODUCE
APPLES A SPECIALTY
Boston, Mast
Faneuil Hall Market,
Stencils, etc., furnished on application.
Wholesale

os

ProftBBtonal CathB.

H. SCOTT
ALICE
Pauper Notice.
SPECIALTY
contracted with the City of EllaTYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
worth to support aAd
for those who
HAVING
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
need assistance
the next five
of
MADE OP

care

may
during
years and are legal residents
t lUworth, 1
forbid all persons trusting them on my acas
there
is
count,
plentv of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
M. J. Drummbt

PortAgent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co.,
land, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drag
Store). Ellsworth, Me.

COUNTY NEWS.

t bee hock of which she

FRANKLIN.
Hazel Bragdon is assisting in M. E.
Hutchins’ millinery rooms.
gor hospital much improved.
George B. Hardison, who has been in
Quincy, Mass., several days, is home.
Mrs. Frank E. Blaisdell and Mrs. Boyd
A. Blaisdell visited Bangor last we*k.
Percy Homer and wife, of Bangor, are at
their summer home here, Ryefield road.
Misses Julia Macomber and Della Bragdon were in Bangor a part of last week.
Rev. M. A. Gordon spent Friday night
torate at

Harbor, and

sister—Mrs. Frank Babhave the

one

! bidge, of Gott's Island, who
| sympathy of the community.
Services

j

held at

were

of which she

was a

member.

m.

m«j- e.

Mrs. A. 1. Foss

in

was

Martin, of Calais, was in days last week.
Miss Gertrude Foss
days last week, leaving Friday

has gone to

Mass., to teach.

and wife, of East Sullivan,
W. A. Havey a few days, returned home Sunday.
The high school had no sessions the latter part of Iasi week, as Principal M. C.
Foss was ill of measles.

W. H. Baton, of Bangor,
with Henry Crabtree
Mrs. O. W. Foss and Mr*. H.
son visited Mrs. C. H Abbott

Havey

Simon

grip,

guests at their former homes here.

W.

John-

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
Stinson.
Mrs.

Vernon

move

visiting

Paris,

is home.

Dow, Mrs. Lyman Stinaon and
Hattie Smith are on the sick list.

Unionville,

is

his

who has been in

Percy Thorsen,
the past year, is at home.
School is in session, taught
Sadie Mullan, of Hancock.

Boston

j

days last week in Northeast Harbor.
A Sunday school was organized yesterday, with George B. Bridges superintenfew

Frank Damon, of Stonington, has rented
Mrs. Richard Smith's house, and will
in this week.

ing

was

thrown from

carriage Thursday by the horse start-

suddenly,

and

was

considerably

shaken up. She seems to have su Rained
no
real
injury, but was very much

frightened.
May 4.

H.
EDEN.

Winthrop Reed and wife were in town
Arthur Lounder and wife, of Hancock
recently.
Point, are guests of Sherman McFarland
Mrs. Sadie Huntley has gone to Bar
and wife.

SEAL HARBOR.
DEATH OF

MBS.

OBBOOBY EDDY.

community was saddened by the
death on April 2M, of Bertha, wife of
Gregory Eddy. Although the seriousneae
of her illness was fully realized, yet her
death came with crushing force to her
family and friends.
Mrs. Eddy had been in failing health
for the past four years, and for the past
two months had been confined to her bed.
The

She

waa

tenderly

most

cared for.

She

was

mother, loyal in her
friendships, faithful to all that was good
and pure. Truly a good woman has gone

a

devoted wife and

to her reward.
A

peculiarly

sad event

was

the little daughter, who

of
burned to

the death

was

Harbor for the

summer.

Central high school closed April 29,
many pupils are ill of measles.

as

Central school last week was well attended and an enjoyable affair. The Loyal

Sons’,

orchestra

freshments

May

were

furnished

music.

Re

served.

V.

3.

SWAN'8 ISLAND.
Mrs. William Holmes spent
with her mother last week.

a

few

days

Mrs. S. J. Stinson has been confined to
by illness.

the house the past week

Capt. W. P. Herrick returned Friday
from Nova Scotia, where he has been in
the smack
left the

Kate Palmer for lobsters.
night for Portland.

He

same

general hospital.

Services

were

held at

home on Harbor island, Rev. Mr.
Whitmore officiating. He leaves a widow
and one son—John.
Special.
May 6.;
his late

_

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Alterative
What is a “tonic”? A
medicine that increases the
strergth or the tone of the
whole system. What is an
“alterative”? A medicine
that alters or changes un-

healthy

action to healthy
action. Name the best “tonic

and alterative”? Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, the only Sarsaparilla entirely free from alcohol.
Ask your doctor about it.
Btl ous attacks, sick-headacbes, indigestion, constipation, dizzy spells—these
are some of the results or an inactive
liver. Ask your doctor f he endorses
Ayer’s Pills In these cases. The dose
Is small, one pill at bed) me.
Mi da

by

tho

t.

C. AYIB CO

Dowall

gi-,

over

quarries

the stone

a

returned

Rev. Ida Garland made
her home here this week.

Mia* Helen Chapman, who has been the
guest of friends here, hat returned to
Sound.
Elmer E. Cummings, wife and little
daughter have returned from a visit in
Portland.
Mr*. Julia H. Sweet returned home Saturday from Mount Vernon, N. Y., where
she has been the guest of friend*.
Six.
April 29.

CASTINE.

Arthur Patterson, of Bangor, spent SunDoran, commander of D. L. day in destine.
Wears poet. No. 88, Q. A. R., went to East
Supt. Payson Smith, of Augusta, was in
Sullivan Saturday to attend the poet
town recently on business.
for
meeting and make arrangements
Samuel Morgrage, of Rockland, was In
memorial services.
town several days last week.
Dihioo.
May 6.
W. A. Ricker, wife and eon Sargent are
WEST EDEN.
spending a week in Portland.
Mrs. Albert Gray, of Belfast, is visiting j
Miss Pauline F. Devereux, who haa been
her sister, Mrs. C. M. Rich.
teaching in Newark, N. J., is borne.
M. G. Joy, who has been in quite poor
George Crosby, of Bucksport, 1* workhealth, is very much better.
ing in the livery stable of W. H. Hooper.
; Mrs. Etta £. Sawyer, with her little son,
Mrs. James Barre Ames, of Uambridge.
of Bar Harbor, is visiting here.
Maes., was at her cottage in North Chatine
Andrew

Vilda Lurvey, of Sound,
week-end guest of Gladys Lunt.

the

was

William Stevens left

Judith Kittredge spent the past
week with her daughters, Mrs. Marian
Whitten and Mrs. T. C. Graves, at Northeast Harbor.

Harbor,
for the

a

much

missed.

May

left to

are

_

Elisha Bunker is home

Stanley

Coleman Hagan and wife, who have been
Snllivan some time, returned home
Saturday.
Lester Young, a Junior at Coburn, returned home on Saturday to assist in the
at

William Emery, jr., who is employed at
Bar Harbor, spent Sunday at home.
Mrs. Irving Peaslee, of Hanccok, visited
her

brother, Joseph Carter, Saturday and

Sunday.

James Hersey, who has spent the winter
with his daughter, Mrs. A. R.
gone to Bangor for employment.

Holt,

Miss Alice Minton went

to

Hancock

was

from New

is

Ford,

who has

been

Orland, is home.
Mrs. Myra Stratton

Ellsworth

in

few

s

panied her
May 6.

home to

stay

over

Sunday.
Are.

tTauT*"

W. OHlttl»A

GASTORIA
For Infant* and Children.

resume

for Bar
his work

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

COREA.

George Anderson has bought Henry
Davis’ house, and is having it rebuilt inside.

|

Webster Donovan, with three chilis visiting her brother,

Mrs.

I

BUCKS PORT.
Jesse D. Atwood died April 29, after a
illness, at the age of eighty-one
years, in his younger days be was employed at the Kittery navy yard as a teamster, and was head teamster for twenty
years, returning to the old homestead
farm, four miles from Bucksport about ten
years ago. He leaves, besides his widow,
two sisters
Mrs. Mark Gray and Mrs.
David Douglass.
abort

Mrs. Ida Stanley is employed at Mrs.
Nettie Stanley’s.
Mrs. Collins Morrill has returned to her
home in Pittsfield.
Bunker

is

home

from

Northeast Harbor.

_CUSTOM!

—

John Hamor and wife spent the weekBar Harbor.

end at

Wilbert Rice and wife, of Sutton, spent
Sunday wfth relatives.
George Stanley, of Otter Creek, is visiting his sister, Mrs. Charles Stanley.

Itching piles provoke profanity, bat profanity won't care them. Doan’* Ointment
cures itching, bleeding or protruding
piles
after years of suffering- At any drug store.

NORTH BLUE HILL.

Ol

\~oyy

otn**v.;

»or

co«"Mrr.

'rrr

#

IMimot

Deafness Cured

T. Gillis is painting his house.
Dunbar Brothers commenced (arming
A.

When Caused by Catarrh.
If you have ringing noises in your
Cunningham
ears, catarrh germs are making their
to George Pert.
way from the nose to the ears through
Carl H. Ward well left Tuesday
for the tubes.
Many cases of deafness caused by
Togus, where he has employment.
catarrh have been cured by breathing
Oscar Dyke will leave Wednesday for
HYOMEI. It reaches the inflamed
Upper Dam for a month.
membrane, heals the soreness and
William Nickerson, of 8wanville, spent
banishes catarrh, which is the cause
of most deafness.
a few days last week with the Saunders
F. C. Yanaman, railroad conductor,
brothers.
While here he purchased a
of Binghamton, N. Y., writes that he
yoke of oxen of George Pert.
was cured of deafness after specialists
D.
April 29.
bad tailed.
HYOMEI (pronounce it High-o-me)
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
is guaranteed to cure catarrh, coughs
Lucius Orindle has gone to Bangor to colds, asthma, croup and sore throat,
or money hack.
work for the summer.
Complete outfit with
Extra bottles 50 cents.
Mrs. S. B. Condon has returned from a inhaler, $1.00.
Sold by G. A. Parcher, the
enterprisbusiness trip to Boston.
ing pharmacist, and druggists everyMrs. iner Grindle recently visited her where.
sister, Miss Margie Perkins.

to-day.

Harland

has sold his

oxen

Rain or Shine—it*s all the same IF. your
property is coated with this Quality Paint
Saptr SPECIFY PORTLAND Liquid Pm* ■*> VI*. L*d.
naaghbora will tMuit you that it b

We want every person in the State of Maine who own* property to know what
know, that PORTLAND LIQUID PAINTS are m a claa* by tbemaelve*.

We ofer the
after this

because

we

tborouchiy believe

....

j

you

will become

a

tfeaiy

trial.

.A

TO DEALERS

Kandim* our lina of PORTLAND LIQUID
PAINTS. You will honor this coupon ns 10
in part payment of a half pint cm of the
above, if presented to you not later than one
week after tbia advertisement appears. One
coupon only to a customer.
MJNUB, FOBBS CO.. Portland, Ma.
Paint Manufacturers over 30 years.
4

U what your mouey will
invested In shares of the

earn

il

illsTortl) Loan and Buildinc Ass’n

3tf)rrtisr&nus.
__

NEW 8ERIE8

A
1«

dow

open.

Shares, il each; monthly pay

i

IBy

mente, il per share,

PAY KENT

when

upon

your condition.

I
1

I

Scott’s Emulsion builds,
strengthens and sustains
robust health, au Druggist,.

I

Scott & Down*. Bloom field.

I

N.

coupon

customer

cents

Gray, a prominent resident
place, died May 2, after a short illof blood-poisoning, aged sixty-six

efficiency depends

w*

The Coopoi below is Worth II cents to yon.

J. Sewall
ness

Yo* bm^W.'

PAINT ECONOMY »d PAINT SATISFACTION
A PAINT FOR EVERY PURPOSE—INDOORS *>d OCT.

tanking.

Rev. Mr. Hargrove, of Bluehill, preached
at the Baptist church Sunday in exchange
with Rev. George Jenkins.

in

has a hen which laid
egg that measured six and one-quarter
by eight inches and weighed four ounces.
Mrs. Harry Rodick spent Friday and
Saturday with friends in Bar Harbor.
Her sister, Miss Esther Orcutt, accoman

Itrll.N

-a

r.

William Young and wife have moved to
Birch Harbor for the summer.

WHY

employed

w Ultvtl

May 6.V.

who has spent the past
Boston and New York, returned
to Castine Saturday.
She was accompanied by her sister, Mrs. LUlian Prescott, of Massachusetts.
0.
May 6.

the sick list.

on

MARLBORO.
Oscar

has

Lucy Rae,

of this

Friday to attend the local union meeting
Saturday, returning Sunday.
Ira Trowsdale, of Prince Edward Island, came Friday to spend the summer
with his aunt, Mrs. William Emery.
Hubbard.
May 6.

William
Tell Flour

farming during May.

his

days this week.

Beatrice

_

NORTH LAMOQTE.

David Young has moved his family to
Prospect Harbor, where they have employment for the summer.
Rev. A. P. MacDonald, the coast misM.
sionary, delivered intereating sermons
here Sunday afternoon and evening.
April 29._8.
York.

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Lesnder Bunker

term

and

mourn

6.

Mrs. Lucinda

A illiatns is teaching the
She spent the
of school.
winter in Dorchester, Maee.. while studying music at Boston conservatory.
K.
May«.

Miss Rath

spring

Two

grandchildren

and several
relatives

E.

U

recently.

Hadley was past ! dren, of Jonesport,
very quiet disposi- James Clark.

Mr.
be

in town

season.

Mrs.

Mrs.

will

Monday

where he will

family.

He

ware

He will
*
say you have •
dinner
If
serve
good
you
a piece of flaky-crusted
pie
lor dessert.
WUh William Tell Flour
yew
pastry will be a marvel of dell.
cacy—yourmuffins. rolls and bread
light, tender and wholesome.
It Is also r.n economy—Willi*™
Tell Flour goes farthest.
Order today.
^

winter in

Out-of-town visitors Sunday were W.
F. Higgins, of Bar Harbor, Donald McLeod, who has just returned form Orlando,
Fla., and Mias Hazel Young, of Hancock,
who were the guests of E. E. Sargent and

of

Hollis Patterson snd wife end

Crosby, of Amherst,

*

visit at

short

a

last wee*.

Mrs.

W. H. Smallidge, of Lake View,
was called here by the death of her father,
Enos Hadley, who died April 22 after a
short illness of heart trouble.
The funeral was held at the church. Rev. Herman Clark officiating.
Interment in Mt.

in health.

much

Mr*. Sarah K. Billing* is at home from
East brook, where she spent tbs winter.
Lawrence Grlndle, of North Sedgwick,
is the guest of his brot her Roy.

last week.

M iss

improved

mont to teach.

daft

few

CHEAT POND.
Mrs. Mrlninch is home from Old Town,

Mrs. Lottie Smith has gone to Beara-

William Booth, of the Booth Brothers
Hurricane Island Granite Co., was

looking

|!

Winfield Curli», the ten-year-old boy
who be. been living with Mrs Kite Melon the put yeer, ran away Wednesday
while on hi« way home from school. At
dark it was thought he was lost In the
woods, and a searching parly went out to
look for him. Many from Center. Pretty
Marsh and fsoroesville Joined in the search
Tbrrsday and Friday. Friday forenoon
he was found by Charles Carter, none the
worse apparently for bis two nights in the
woods. Mrs. Mason extends her thanks
to those who helped in the search.
K.
May 6.

—Adrt.
Mrs. James K. Garland, who has been
visiting in Bangor, is home.
Mrs. L. E. Rioe and Mrs. Herbert Rice,
tkOur
baby cries for Chamberlain's
Miss Mary Jordan waa the guest of her of Stenben, are in town for a few
writes Mrs. T. B.
days.
Cough Remedy,”
brother Lowell, of Bar Harbor, last week.
Ga.
“It is the best
Miss Carolyn Bartlett, of Bangor, was Kendrick, Kasaca,
cough remedy on the market for coughs,
Mrs. George Cleaves and family, of Bar the guest of Millard Sparling and wife colds and
For
sale
croup.”
by all dealers.
Harbor, are occupying the He man Richards Saturday and Sunday.
cottage for the summer.
Rooney.
May 6.
ashrrUsrnunU.
The social given by the senior class of

The remains of Capt. John Hardy were
brought here Tuesday from the Maine

atmmiscnunu.

Karl and Koy Grindall left the first of
the week for Boston.

good dinner.

means a

few

Uray and Sherman Sargent
left Thursday for Aroostook county.

and

Miss

dent.

Irving Peaslee has gone to Northeast
Harbor for the season. Mrs. Peaslee is
teaching at Killkenney.
Mrs. Co win, of Dedham, recently visited
her daughter, Mrs. A. E. Tracy. Mr.
Tracy, who has been very ill, is out.
Sumac.
May 6.

have

son

loss.

treatment there.

her

Shaw, of Ellsworth, recently
visited her brother, A. E. Tracy.
Watson K. Springer and wife spent a
Mrs. Stella

and

a

Llewellyn

here last week.

tion.

Mrs. Walter Seeking

Mr*. Minnie Blatsdell is spending
weeks with her mother.

Hooper baa gone to Banemployment with the

A. Chamberlain

Anthony Bye and wife were in Rockland daughters,
near
Saturday. Mrs. Bye is receiving medical many

move

by Miss

family

Henry Bryant, of Prospect Harbor, was
called here by the illness of bis father,
Jacob Bryant.
Capt. Edwin Carman left Monday for View cemetery.
Marblehead to get his yacht ready for the eighty, and was
summer’s work.

soon

to Bar Harbor.

Farnsworth, of
parents here.

Small, who has been for the last

Eden
Mrs.

W.

visiting in

Hollis Linscott and family intend
Hubert

Wednesday.

two months in

B.

are

aid will meet with Mrs. M. S.

Ladies’

_

Ernest W’ooster and wife
Goulds boro.

spent Saturday in

Rockland.

WEST HANCOCK.

to

Vernon Small

Knowlee

Beach, curb for Philadelphia; George
Collins, curb for Boston.
May 6.

Dow is living with Mrs. Lyman

Lena

vessels have recently
The following
loaded for W B. Biaiedell & Co. and T.
M. Blaisdell and sailed: Schooners Portland Packet, curb for Boston; Bessie C.

A.

know that

The ladies’ aid society will meet with its

Vouraging surely.

Mary

fsvor of West Sullivan.

Bangor

Harvey Gay, who was a visitor at president, Mrs. C. A. Crabtree, Thursday
Roscoe Gay’s recently, has left for her afternoon. May 9. All members are urged
western home, visiting Chicago en route. to be present.
The burning over of blueberry lands has
The members of the J. N. E. club were
been a menace to lumbering interests here, pleasantly entertained at the home of O.
and squads of fire-fighters have been on L. Crabtree and wife April 30.
Miss Lola
Crabtree
hosteas.
Refreshments
were
duty on No. 10.
The outlook for Boyd A. Blaisdell, can- served.
didate for county treasurer, is good, and it
Dr. Fred Ball, of Fargo, N. D., who was
is hoped the voters “all along the line” called here by the illness of his sister,
will make his nomination sure.
Mrs. J. R. Stratton, left for his home
Misses Freda Bragdon, Hazel and Hester Friday. It is very pleasing to know Mrs.
Clarke and Stella Dyer enjoyed a pedes- Stratton is rapidly recovering.
trian trip to West Sullivan Thursday,
Workmen are to finish laying the foundining at L. C. Bragdon’s boarding-house. dation for the soldiers' monument this
A buck board party consisting of Dr. week. The monument has been shipped
Plant are being
S. S. DeBeck and wife, JL. F. Springer anS and is expected daily.
wife, S. 8. Scammon and wife attended made on the dedication Memorial day.
C.
May 6.
be concert in Ellsworth on the evening
of May 1, and were highly pleased with
William Booth,
the
firm of Booth Bros., New York, was a
here
last
business visitor
week, and reported the outlook for the granite industry this season as favorable. This is eu-

Robert Abel end E. F. Claphem have
to attend the masonic

At the ball game Saturday, Hancock vs.
West Sullivan, the score was 12 to 9 in

the artists.

Mies Helen Higgins is leaching in Medfor |.

gone to Portland
convention.
Mrs.

BEECH HILL.

SARGKNTVILLE.

0. Hardison and wife have moved to
Bluehill, and will make their borne there.
8.

from Stonington, where they have been
employed tbs past month.
The proceeds of the miniatrel show,
given by the Golden Rule society at K. of
P. hall April 20, were |37.50,
The Pythian sisterhood will furnish the
dinner Memorial day in K. of P. hall. All

in

Mrs.

senior member of

fifty querrymen of Sullivan
Saturday noon for more wages.
The Pythian Sisters gave a ball in K. of
P. hall April 28. A good time is reported.
About

struck

the

wife.

and

Mrs. Robert McLeod and children, of
East Franklin, were week-end guests of
Jeseph Gott snd wife.

are

Mil bridge, where she visited friends.

Ernest Willey, who has employment
wit^i the N. E. T. A T. Co., visited hie

Saturday.

improving.
Mrs. Herbert Young, of Hancock, and
Mrs. Jessie Havey, of West Sullivan, were
has had

from

Norton,

few

a

spent

week-end

Mrs. Emma Morgan, who has been ill of
pluerisy, and her sister, Mrs. McNeil, who

returned

Frank Springer, of Bar Harbor, was a
week-end gueet of hit parents, John
Springer and wife.

Augusta

for Hancock Point.

who visited

year*.

WEST SULLIVAN.
Mrs. E. C. Smyth has

COUNTY NEWS.

Mr. Gray moved from Bluehill
here about fifteen years ago, and had been
engaged in lumbering, owning and running a aaw mill. He leave* a wife, one
son and three daughters—William Gray,
Mr*. Qeorgte Leach, Mr*, Chrlesie Gray,
all of this town, and Mrs. Sadie Bryant,
of Hermon.
O.
May 6.

COUNTY NEWS.

gor, where she has
Wood A Ewer Oo.

HANCOCK.

way to his pas-

Machias.

few

a

recent

Tuesday

the home

afternoon, April 30, conducted by Rev. H.
W. Conley, of the Congregational church,

Julia

Mrs.
town

his

on

fully recovered

Hodgkins, who tenderly cared tor her
during her last illness; one daughter—
Maud, ana two sons—Charles and Gregory,
jr.; one brother—Irvin Hodgkins, of Bar

Ellen Bragdon is home from Ban-

at his home here

never

from, although bearing her sorrow with
Besides her
true Christian fortitude.
husband, she leaves a mother—Mrs. Clara

Miss

Miss

before the mother’* death,

death two weeka

J

12-8

I

you

can

borrow

wo

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month r Montmy
payments and Interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about
will

ten

years you

OWH YOUR OWR HOME*
For

A. W.

particulars inquire ot
O. W. Taplby. 8ee*y,

Kimq,

First Nu’l
President.

BankiBldg.

In Constant Use
lOl Years

What other liniment has ever undergone such
te»t ? For over a century

'$

\

aJa

m

PllLB

i
m

K*mp
thmbowmUim

JOHNSON’S
sNoomt

^

J

a

\

LINIMENT \
etc.

has been curing Sprains, Strains, Cuts, Lameness,
Its long service tells of its merit. It is the «ou
*e9
D
B
liniment that does not go out. «5C and 5°°
L S. JOHNSON a CO., Boston.

%

M

m

■

i

Mass^^S

H L
Mrs

H

M' FMN< who h** t*'11

south bluebill,

Jj,

hss

gone to Massacbu-

employment.

jtM*.,
sold his house and land
Victor (toll *»ss
Staples, of North Sedgwick.
to George
and Miss Ueraldine
urs Charles Parker
returned from Boston Tuesday.

p^ger

Mrs. Rose Allen
Mrs. Anna Herrick,
were in Rockland
M's* Eva Herrick
list week.
of Arlington, Mass.,
Mrs. T. W. Tolcott,
W.
visiting her daughter, Mrs. A.

,n"l
u

visiting

from here atAbout thirty grangers
at South Bluehill
(ena, d county grange

Thursday-

returned to ProviMiss Mina Stewart
after spending a few

dence, K. 1. Saturday,
weeks st home.

delivered an inMr. Taylor, of AugutU,
in the Baptist church
teresting address
Tbursdsy evening.

in

relatives here.

Work, which has been rather dull

Fitz W. Bridges, who has been employed
Lubec, is home for a few weeks.

J. W. Paris, I. S. Candage and J. A.
Closson were in Rockland Saturday.

on

weather, is starting up.
Mrs. Busan Alley, of Oak Point, who is
having a house built here, was in town for
a few days last week.
account of the cold

The Otter Creek local talent will play
“Nick of the Woods” at the Neighborhood house, Northeast Harbor, on Friday
evening, May 10.
Amos Bracy and Thomas Bavage, of
Southwest Harbor, spent Saturday and
Bunday with relatives and friends here.
All were glad to see them.

May

Bridges

Pervear returned from Boston

Friday.

Mrs. Jennie Grindie, of Penobscot, is

home from Melrose,
H M. Joyce is
the winter.
where she hss spent

Mrs

SEDGWICK.
W. H.

OTTER CREEK.

*»

*• ,l hom<''

H.rrv logersoll
where he hss

COUNTY NEWS.

members and

brookun.
Boston TnesSmith returned from

11

school at 9.46. All
friends of St. Andrew’s mission are requested to be present as impoitant announcements a/e to be made.
D.
May 8.

Bunday

hall.

at the

JN-UWS.

COUNTY

6._G.

Mrs. M. E. Friend, J. W. Paris, I. S.
bandage and F. A. Holmes have recently
purchased horses.
T. A. Smith and wife are in Portland
;his week. Mr. Smith is a delegate to the
masonic grand lodge.
Mrs. R. W. Dodge, of Somerville, with
two children and nurse, arrived at their
lummer home,here
Tuesday.

work

Fannie and Mary Bilsby are
teaching in Clifton.
A daughter was
Herbert
born
to
Crosby and wife April 27.

J.

L.

ire now

School commenced April 22; Harry Merchant, of North Sullivan, teacher.

W'ill lam H. Crosby sustained a painful
high school pre- injury April 25, cutting bis foot, losing
Tbe junior
two toes.
Pgotrd their drama, “Valley Farm," at
The
marriage of Ray Magoon, of
Sedgwick Friday evening.
from Macbias, and Miss Erma E., daughMim Elsie Sherman is borne
ter of
Llewellyn Palmer and wife,
Somerville, Maas., where she has been attook place Monday, April 22, Rev. Elmer
tending a buaineaa school.
F. Pember, of Bangor, officiating. The
Mrs. K. F. Walls and Mrs. A. E. Farns- bride and
groom were given a reception at
from
home
Fia.,
Orange
City,
worth are
the home of the bride's parents April 24.
the
winter.
have
spent
where they
C.
May 6.

I. Sargent, of Sutton, was here Saturday. He returned home Sunday, ac3ompanied by his little nephew, Morris
Allen.
A.

Y. H. Cain has sold the lot where his

buildings recently burned toT. A. Smith,
who is having it filled and igraded to the
Jtreet.

will

employed.

where she will be

K Salisbury and wife have moved
hack to their home, after spending the
winter with their daughter, Mrs. E. M.
W.

King.

party of ten from here attended River
Mt. Desert Ferry
View Pawl union at
Saturday, reporting a most enjoyable and
A

session.

preiitsbie

Mrs.

Hodgkin®,

L.

F.

Mr*.

Charles

Hodgkins and Misses Clara and Hazel
Hodgkins were in Bangor Tuesday and
Wednesday of last week.
Thi* .immunity has been greatly saddened by lb# sudden death of Theodore,
the year-old son of Chester Boynton and
wife. H wa« ill only a few hours, having
acute tn iigrttion, and died at 1 o’clock
ffidi. nignt. “Teddy,” as he was lovtil f. was a sturdy fellow, just
tngL•
walk, an 1 ttu sudden gotriglearning
■

oot

little life is

a

wer-

ton

the

u-id at

offi

Nathan

home of

Beautiful flowers

oi.ig.

Boyn-

afternoon, Kev. W. H. Itice

11*y

>

so

were

in pro-

fUM<>
K.

May 6.
Bl
Hr

UK HILL FAU^.

(Jray

ail

M.

incut

rimm are

of

A.

and

imitators

r

Cendage have
brooders. The

140-egg cajxtcity.

girl but an India
girl, to educate w h.im the Sunday school
here is furnishing funds. She is of Nanit

t

i-

king,

Indian

an

China.

burnt**y
Falls”.

m.

Her

nool

Mi"

name,
will be

“Dorothy
Crumbs.

April a*.
Stuart

the

from

new

here

_

unary is 111.
liar bough,

of Boston, arrived at

her

ottage May 1 for the season.
Irvin Leach is building the cellar for

• n*

*

house for Mrs. B. A. Wood.

Mr

Airly

Mayo is finishing the additional
Mrs. Neviu, who is ex-

Beacon for

psrted here May 10.
Lizzie t’onary, who has spent the winter in (Jastine, has gone to Portland to
•pend two weeks with relatives.

May

6.

Mrs, Grace Sargent, of Franklin, is here,
called by the death of her father, Stephen

are

the

Willie Hpotford, who has been living
here during the winter, moved to Sooth
Deer Idle this week.
tyuite a number of officers and members
Marine lodge, F. and A. M., will attend
the grand lodge in Portland this weekThe invitation extended to Harbor View
chapter, O. E. S., by S. K. Whiting chapter, Castine, to visit it May 9, has been

cancelled,

because of sudden deaths in the
ranks of the chapter.

Hon. E. P. Spofford, who has been away
on business connected with his office as
railroad commissioner, arrived home Friday. He left to-day for Portland to attend the masonic convention.

May

Wilma

Herrick

is

at

visiting

Opeechee.
Loren Herrick and son Dana have
at Northeast Harbor.
L. M. Reed and son Forrest are

em-

ployment

em-

ployed

at Northeast Harbor.
The ladies’ guild, having met in turn
with Mrs. H. S. Mitchell, Mrs. May Lunt,
Mrs. E. P. Lunt, Mrs. R. L. Latty, Mrs. L.
H. Hodgdon and Mrs.
will

Lucy Pervear,

meet with
next.

Mrs. Eliza Hu mill Wednesday

April 29.

N.

Rev. O. D. Smith, of Bar Harbor, will
hold service at 10.30 a m. Sunday, May 12,

When

a

medicine

must

be

given

$

ROAD.

to

young children it should be pleasant to
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy is
ojke.
®ade from
sugar, and the roots used
its preparation
give it a favor similar to
syrup, making it pleasant to take.
jnaple
has no
superior for colds, croup and
booping cough. For sale by all dealers.

his

on

Betty Alden,
route.

tables at

whiat

freshments

were

Thursday evening.

Bangor
May 0.

from

May

Sunday

of

Mrs. Carl

Edwin

Lopaus,

i

BASH harbor:
Lewis Benson, of Somerville, Mass.,
here

was

Miss

Dyer,

Uuy Parker Is having a small
built at the rear of his house.

garage

D. A!bee and wife, of Rockland, have
moved into Henry Albee’s house for the
L.

May

weeks ago.
May li.

winter

__X.

MT.

Y. Z.

DESERT FERRY.

Foes is working for S. J. Johnston.

A. B.

Minton was a recent guest at
Eugene Moon's.
Charles Mitchell, of Bar Harbor, attended the local union here Saturday.
Miss Alice

Miss Madge Moon, who is teaching in
Lamoine, spent Saturday and Sunday at

Thelma.

6.

Keep

Arthur Jellieon, who has been employed
in a store in Malden, Mass., the past winter, is borne.

6._C?

with

WEST SURRY.

to

Buck

sport,"

employment.
Samuel Kitfleld, of Orland, visited his
sister, Mrs. Sopbronia Blaisdell, last week.
wife, of Bluehill, visited
Harry
Mrs. Leach’s brother, (1. W. Qrindle, Sunday.

her

AM

BAR HARBOR

Cbaries

Powers is

on

the road with

Kidney Troubles.

fish.

Annis has moved his family to
Saunders place.
Mrs. William Powers has opened her

Fred Small has set up a barber-shop
Stonington.
The sardine factory at Stonington did
not start April 15, as expected, on account
of the scarcity of flsh.

at

2.

SADIE.

Good Opening.
men*in
There is a surprising number of
as
New England to-day, making big money
are maksalesmen for nursery stock. Some
The conditions
ing as high as *100 a week.
those of a few years ago
are so different f-om
extent of the
the
that it is hard to realite
change.

is shown in the recA sample of the change
for W. F. Cobb A
ord of one man working
who comCo., nurserymen, Franklin, Mass.,
making at
menced with them eight years ago,
This past winter his
flrst about *2.00 per day.
as high as *18 per day; selpay has ranged
him *8.00 a day.
dom a week that did not give
for this
And there are many others working
at the business more
firm who have started
who earn *20 to *30 a week.

recently,

earn more, perhaps,
Salesmen for this lirm
other concern, because of
than those of any
for high-grade
their established reputation
as well as the most
stock and liberal dealing,
line offered to New England plant-

complete

for a few more men who
They have places
references. The work pays
can furnish good
them about it at once.big money. Write
A lef.

lv

a

M

to 30

)
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P M
4 15.
4 45.
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Egery’s Mill.It
Holden.
Brewer June.
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15 f 9 50
22
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25 10 08
33 10 14
41 10 45
47 10 52
52 tlO 57
07 III 10
17 *11 19
25 ;il 26
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12 39
34
43
6 53
11 53
12 59
12 00
700 li 59
1 05
12 05
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12 50
4 50
5 50
4 50
8 30
8 05
11 12
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6 15
9 06
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Boston via Dover ar
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BANGOR TO BAR

8|33;tll

From

urinary disorders

—

From any disease of the kidneys.
Be cured to
Doan’s

stay cured.
cures.

Ellsworth Falls people testify.
Frank E. Fernald, Ellsworth Falls, Me.,
says:
I was
dull
had

“Off and

on

for two

or

three yearB

annoyed by attacks of backache aud
pains through my loins. In 1901 I
a severe spell and could not stoop.

down, it was hard for me to
get up. Having read a great deal about
Doan’s Kidney Pills, I got a supply, and it
required only one box, obtained at Moore’s
Drug Store, to effect a cure.” (Statement
given February 7, 190ft.)
After I Bat

EATER ENDORSEMENT.
When Mr. Fernald was interviewed on
Augusts, 1911, be said: “Time has not
altered my high opinion of Doan’s Kidmade.has
ney Pills, for the cure they
I willingly confirm
proven permanent.
A

aud aumy former endorsement of them
thorize its continued publication.”
For sale by all dealers. Prioe 50 cents.

Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no

other.

El

LSWORTH FOUNDRY

&

MACHINE WORKS,

Attention! Butchers and Farmers
YOU CANNOT STAND TO LOSE
You will get highest cash market price for
cowand beef hides, calfskins, horsehides and
sheep pelts by selling direct to the tannery
and cutting out dealers’profits. We offer to
return all consignments free of expense, if
prices allowed are not entirely satisfactory7.
The Bernard Tannery, Whltefleld, N. H.

CHICHESTER
\#

A M
A
M
8 00
855
6 00
9 00
10 00 ...
M
A
P M
AM
1 20
110 67 f 12 85
Portland.lv.
PM
PM
AM
AM
♦
3 10 f 5 15
f 6 00 tlO 30
BANGOR.lv.
3 16
6 21
6 07 10 36
Brewer June.
Holden .. J 6 29 10 56 J 3 36 5 40
Egery’s Mill.J10 59.
t 6 36 til 02 J 8 41 J 6 47
Phillips Lake.
3 48
6 44 11 10
5 56
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
t 6 53 11 22 ; 3 56 J 6 07
4 09
6 20
7 06 11 37
Ellsworth Falls.
4 14
6 25
7 13 11 42
ELLSWORTH.
4 20
6 31
7 25 11 50
Wash’gt’n June.
8 40
Franklin Road. J 7 33 J12 00
6 49
I 7 41, 12 10
Hancock.
6 53
7 441 12 13
Waukeag, Eullivn Fy
7 00
7 50' 12 20
Mt Desert Ferry.
8 ,0:.
Sullivan ..

Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR-ar

8 *9.
9 15
110
7 45
....

t Daily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.

IMIla in R« <1 and Gold Metallic
sealed with Hh>e Itii l«on.
Take no other
Huy of your v
lll-< Hts-TERS
Draulxt. Ask f
f
DIAMOND IIKAND
years known as Best, Safest. Always KeliaM

Nixes,

SOID BY mHT.filSTS FVFQVmHFPF

Steamship
Corporation.

One

Boston

Way. #8.50
Trip.

HluehtH and Boston

Way.

ILcgal

THE

#4.75

Round

#4.50

One

#8.00 Round Trip.

in the county of Middlesex, commonwealth of
.lassacbusets. deceased, and given bonds as
the law directs, no sureties on bonds being rebequired by the terms of said will. And not
ing a resident of the State of Maine, he has
as
appointed JohD A. Peters, esq., his agent,
required bv section 43 of chapter 66 of the
revised statutes of MaiDe. All persons having
demands agairst the estate of said deceased
for settleare desired to present the same
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Chas. A. McDonough.
April 20,1912.

rpHE subscriber, Lemuel W. Peters, of Bos-

X

ton,

Steame- J.T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 2 00
p m dally except Monday for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stoning,
ton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting
with steamer for Boston.
Steamer Boolhbay leaves Bluehlll 100 p m
tlslly except Mon lay for South Bluehlll, Brookli«, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle, South
Brooki-vllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland, con-

Turbine

Boston.
RETURNING

Suffolk

Massachusetts,
county.
be has been duly aplast will and testa-

hereby gives notice that
pointed executor of the

and codicil of
WILLIAM P. TENNEY, late of BOSTON,
in the county of Suffolk, commonwealth ©f
Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds as
tbe law directs, no sureties on bonds being rebequired by tbe terms of said will. And not
ing a resident of the State of Maine, he has
of Ellsworth,
appointed John A. Peters, esq.,
Hancock county, Maine, his agent, as required by section 43 of chapter 88 of the revised statutes of Maine. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Lemuel W. Peters.
April 20, 1912.
ment

subscriber nereoy gives notice that
has been duly appointed executor
last will and testament of

he
THE
the

of

ncctlng with

Xottcts.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
PHILENA A. MORGRAGE, late of CASTINE,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
Robbkt Cbosgrovk.
Castine. April 18, 1912.
HE subscriber, Charles A. McDonough, of
X Boston, Suffolk county, Massachusetts,
aphereby gives notice that he has been duly
pointed executor of the last will and testament of
CORNELIUS WELLINGTON, late of LEX-

INGTON,

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a rn and 4.28
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.08 a m, 10.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
t Stops on signal to conductor.
$Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.

Bar Harbor and

S PILLS

A
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Ladlctl A»ky«url>ru*ttlrtfir AN
Chl-cbt'A-ter’s Dittmuiiil Urnnil//\\

HARBOR.

Eastern

Kidney Pills make lasting

IN STOCK BY

730.

cure

If you suffer from backache—

Michelin properly inflated

M

Boston via Dover lv
Boston via Ptsmth lv

Passengers are earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
Ellsworth.
H. D. WALDRON.
Oeneral Passenger Agent.
morris McDonald,
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Moses

the Florence

restaurant.

....

..

a

Complete Freedom From

SUNSET.

a

WATER STREET.

Sullivan..
Mt Desert Ferry.1 til 20 t 5
5
11 27
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
5
Hancock. 11 30
Franklin Road.IU 40 t 5
til 00 til 50; t 5
Wash'gt'n June*
5
11 061 11 67
ELLSWORTH.
5
§11 10 12 02
Ellsworth Falls.
6
Nicolin. §11 22 ,*12 16
S
Green Lake. §11 30 12 24
Phillips Lake. §11 37 J12 31 J 6

j

__

tYou

a

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Sorrento.

Cured to Stay Cured.

U.

6.

cannot know what
good tire is until you try

due to

Dec. 3, 1011.
BAR

What Tfiani Adinir©
Is hearty, vigorous life, according to Hugh
“We dud,’’ he
Tallniao. of San Antonio.
writes, “that Hr. King's -New Life Pills surely
a
persou. Wife
put new life and energy into
Exand I believe they are the best made.’
cellent for stomach, liver or kidney troubles.
25 eta. at all druggists.

How an Ellsworth Citizen Found

The superiority of Michelin Tires
is recognized all over the World I

In Effect

parents, is at her home

attomiamoxw

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN ON LEADING GARAGES

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

work of the

Leacb and

May

Up.

Knlniire

UnilroabB unb Steamboats.

Constipation brings many ailments in
its train and is tbc primary cause of much
sickness.
Keep your bowels regular,
madam, and you will escape many of the
ailments to which woman art- subject.
Constipation is a very simple thing, but
like msny simple things, it may It-ad to
serious consequences. Nature often needs
a little assistance,and when Chamberlain's
Tablets are given at the first indication,
be
distress and suffering may
much
avoided. Sold by all dealers.

Mrs. Alphy is in poor health.
Mrs. Maud Carter moved back to her
Leach has gone

the

rheumatism of the muscles, and quickly
yields to the free application of Chamberlain's Liniment. For sale by all dealers.

home.

May

the grammar teacher here.

It has been truthfully said that any disturbof tbe even balance of health causes
serious trouble. Nobody can be too careful
to keep this balance up. When people begin
to lose appetite, or to get tired easily, the
least imprudence brings on sickness, weakness, or debility. The system needs atonic*
craves it, and shonld not be denied it; and the
best tonic of which we have any knowledge is
Hood's Sarsaparilla. What this medicine has
done in keeping healthy people healthy, in
keeping up the even balance of health, gives
it the same distinction as a preventive that it
enjoys as a cure. Its early use has illustrated
the wisdom of the old saying that a stitch in
time saves nine. Take Hood’s for appetite,

absorbed or taken over by the New England T. A T. Co., and until further ar-

made,
rangements
Island will be under the charge of Gaspar
Norwood.
Mrs. Nellie Hanna, after spending the

—=i

ance

large delegation from the C. E. and

the

to woman.

Walls is with her.

Epworth league societies went toSomesville Ssturday by motor launch and team
to attend the postponed local union.
The Island telephone has recently been
be

special value and importance
In boxee 10c., 25c.

Mrs. L. M. Lunt, who has spent the
with her daughter, Mrs. W. D.
Walls, at Seal Cove, came home Wednesday,
and was taken ill, but is some better. Mrs.

team won; score, 7-6.

can

of

winter

Brooklin high

Harry Greenlaw and wife and Eugene
Gordius and w ife, who have been living
in Bowdotnbam, are in town. They lost
all their belongings by Are about two

are

/0^\

niece,

little

Miss Welch, teacher of the Manset
school, spent Saturday and Sunday with

school baseball team came here to play
Southwest Harbor high school. Tho home
A

business last week.

on

and

box

everywhere.

■ ■■

Annie Ober, spent last week with Mr. Lopaus’ sister, Mrs. Otis Ingalls.

Robbins.

Anon.
1

wife

every

Sold

Mrs. G. W. Lunt and daughter Theresa
Mrs. L. A. Clark,

May

the

The direction* with

visited Mrs. Lunt’Bsister,
at Manset the past week.

M. E.

Saturday aftornoon

Will Beautify and Improve

W. H. Lunt and wife have moved to

Bluehill, where they have employment.
Capt. George W. Lunt went to Rockland
last week on a business trip, returning
Saturday.
Misses Julia and Marguerite Clark spent
last week at Manset, the guests of their
cousin, Mrs. Cora Childs.

iting Mrs. Harmon’s mother, Mrs. Eliza

Stratton.

May 8.

Spec.

Henry Thurston left Friday for Boston,
employed as a carpenter.

committee

West, wife and daughter, Mrs.
Frank Jordan, and Mrs. Abbie West, of
guests

spend Sunday.

to

ball arranged by a Rebekah
Wednesday evening at Ward
hall, ManBet, called out a large crowd.
strength, and endurance.—Advt.
Stephen Harmon and bis family, of
Jonesport, spent a few days last week visLame Hhoulder is nearly* always
The

Chief-Engineer
Aria, spent Sunday

and

This well known vegetable family remedy is famous for its power
to improve the action of the organs of digestion and elimination.
They will regulate the bowels, stimulate the liver, tone the
stomach and you will know what Hi ts to be free from troubles,
from headaches, backaches, lassitude, and extreme nervousness.
They will make you feel healthier and stronger in every way.
By clearing your system of poisonous waste Beecham’s Pills
will have good effect upon your looks—these they

where be is

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

Whalen

were

last Tues-

6.

Re-

Gray, of the yacht
with Mr. Googins’ family.

Egypt,

Plymouth

trip

$Seeeham%

WEST TREMONT.

day.

served.

Ooogina

Charles

of the Boston and

She made her first

superintending

E. M. Sawyer called in home on
wayfto Windsor, N. 8.
Arthur Robinson and Paul Sawyer came

bion.

Harry Maddocks and wife were weekend gue*ta of friends in Bangor.
Mn. Htella Stratton entertained two

two while

or

summer

Capt.

_

May

Rkx.
SEAL COVE.

Miss

_

week

blemishes appear it is then attention must be given to improve
the bodily condition. There is one safe and simple way.
Clear the system and purify the blood with a few doses of

hia

Imogene Grant is teaching school in Al-

NORTH HANCOCK.

of

0.

H.

is bound to show whether or not she is in good physical condition.
If the complexion is muddy, the skin sallow; if pimples or skin

estate.
One evening
last week the band boys gave a few numbers at the hotel. The concert was much
appreciated by Mrs. Pease and her guests,
who returned the courtesy with thanks
and gifts.
Spbay.
May 0.

C. A. Holden has spent the last week in
The body of Stephen Bunker, who died ; Portland on business.
here Friday at the home of his son Alton, j
Earl Orlndle will have employment on
was taken to South Gouldsboro Bunday j
the steamer Mayflower, of the Nantasket
for burial.
line, this season.
C.
May 6.
Lester Grant has joined the steamer

where he has

spending

•

6.

a

Bunker.

Alvah
DEER ISLE.
Haskell and wife
week in Boston.

May

hotel

borne last week.

CRUMBH.

E. W.

casions.

summer.

H.

_

O.

REACH

sad shock to those

tenderly. The heartfelt *. rtnihv of the community is extended to the bereaved family. Services
him

d

wii"

special meeting of
E. S., Wednesday

a

evening, when two candidates will be
initiated. There will be two candidates
it the regular meeting of May 15.
Refreshments will be served on both oc-

111.

<

! tu*

be

chapter,

Columbia

went
to
The atheletlc association
BIRCH HARBOR.
Southwest Harbor Saturday to play ball
high. Score,
with Southwest Harbor
Fred D. Crane and family, late of East
Southwest Harbor, 7; Brooklin, 6.
Sullivan, are visiting relatives here.
Use Femme.
May 6.
Mrs. Fred Bartlett, of Sorrento, is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. W. Petted, who is

will be two terraces.

There

There

_

LAMOINE,

daughter
They

and

in

Friday evening the junior class of the
Brooklin high played “Valley Farm” here
to an appreciative audience.
T. J. Pervear and wife will leave Tuesday for Lynn, Mass., where they will
make their home with their son Harry.

class of the

Mrs. W. K. King is at home, after a visit
of several weeks in Boston,
Mias (irace Stratton has gone to Boston,

Sylvester

Deer Isle last week.
home for the season.

were

Every Woman’s Complexion

general meetings.

William L. Underwood, of Boston, with
two sisters, has been at the Claremont

Lillian

Misses

the

Miss Marian Wilson, who teaches in the
Bethel bible school, Spencer, Mass., is
borne.

Mrs.

AURORA.

Abbfrtiennenta.

for the summer. Her husband, Will
Hanna, has commenced his season’s work
on the yacht he has helped to sail for several years.
The Congregational sewing circle met
with Mrs. Joseph Joyce May 1, in honor
of their shat-in member, Mrs. Hannah
Gilley, who enjoys entertaining the circle,
though unable to leave her home to attend
here

MEDORA F. HITCHCOCK, late of CASTINE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persons having demands against the * state of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
David E. Hitchcock.
Castine, April 18. 1912.

steamer for

Steel

Steamships Belfast

or

Camden
Leave Boston 6pm ually except Sunday
for Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving
Rockland, 6.16 a m, or on arrival of steamer
from Boston, dally except Monday lor Bar
Harbor, Bluehlll *nd Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
▲. M. ilKUKick, Agent, Bluehlll.

subscriber hereby gives notice thai
has been duly appointed administhe estate of
AARON B. DAVIS, late of ORLAND.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
bonds as the law directs- All persons
aviug demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, aDd all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Mart Davis.
Orland, April 18,1812.

she
THE
tratrix of

Eiven

11 rgal NuttersNOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
HERE BY give public notice that I have a
claim by mortgage upon certain real estate in the towns of Eden, Mount Desert and
Winter Harbor, Hancock county, Maine, described in said mortgage as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Bar Harbor, in said Eden, and bounded and
described as fo lows, to wit:
Beginning on the west side of Main street
at an iron bolt set in the ground at the southeast corner of this lot, it being the southeast
corner of land formerly of Tobias L. Roberts,
It being also the northeast corner of land now
or formerly of Isiphine and
Zena Grace;
thence north eighty-four degrees and fifteen
minutes west one hundred and iwo feet and
ten inches, more or less, to the northwest corner of land now or formerly of said Grace, it
being the northeast corner of land now or
formerly of Daigle; thence on same course,
but always following the north line of said
land of Daigle, seventy three feet, more or
less, to the southwest corner of the lot herein
described, it being also the southwest corner
of land formerly of said Roberts, thence
north five degrees east, but always following
the western line of the land formerly of said
Roberts, fifty feet to an iron bolt set in the
ground; thence south eighty four degrees
and fifteen minutes east, parallel with the
ttrst mentioned
one
hundred
and
liue,
seventy six feet and four inches, more or
less, to an iron bolt set in the ground in the
western side line of said Main street; thence
following said Main street southerly fifty feet
to the point of beginning, containing 8,804
square feet, more or less, with all buildings
thereon
Being all and the same lot described as conveyed in the deed from said Roberts to said
Foster dated October 19tb, 1894. and recorded
ic Hancock registry, in book 284, page 168.
Also another certain lot of land situated at
Northeast Harbor in the town of Mount
Desert, in said Hancock county, particularly
described as follows:
Beginning in the centre of the road leading
by the schoolhouse at the southwest corner of
the home lot now or formerly of Elisha T.
Salisbury; thence north sixteen and one-half
degrees west, following the western line of
said home lot, five rods to the northwest corner of said
lot; thence south fifty eight degrees east, following the northerly line of said
lot. four rods to a stake; thence south sixteen
and one-half degrees east parallel with the
first line described five rods to said road;
thence by said road westerly to the point of
beginning, containing twenty square rods,
with all buildings thereon, being the western
part of the lot first conveyed to Elisha T.
Salisbury by S»muel N. Gilpatrick, and the
same lot described as conveyed in the deed
from said Salisbury fo said Foster, dated
March 7th, 1887, and recorded in said registry,
iu book 214, page 275.

1

auu

aiso

lino

ncr

cerium

101

or

parcel

oi

land situated in the town of Winter Harbor,
in said county of Hancok, and bounded and
described as follows, to wit:
Beginning on the division line of the original Stephen Hand and Nathaniel Pendleton
lots, so-called, on the main town road at the
junction of the Sand Cove Road, so-called,
and thence running southerly by said division line, now or formerly the west line of
land of Albert Pendleton, two hundred and
thirty-two feet to the thread of the brook at
the head of the harbor; tbence by the thread
of the brook, north thirty-six and one-fourth
degrees west one hundred and four feet to the
centre of said Sand Cove road; thence by the
centre of said road, northeasterly one hundred and seventy-five feet to the place of
beginning. Together with all buildings
thereon.

Being the same property described in the
deed from Edmund L. Young to the said
F*-ank D. Foster, dated December 20th, 1898.
recorded in said registry of deeds, in book
331. page 365, and subject to the reservation
set forth in said deed from said Young.
Said mortgage is from Fiank D. Foster to
Lucre B. Deasv. is dated March 23, 1906, and
recorded April 7. 1906, in the Hancock county*
Maiue, registry of deeds, book 429, page 181.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken by reason whereof I claim foreclosure
of the same and give this notice for that purLubbk B. Deasy.
pose.
Bar Harbor. Me. April 30. 1912.

Subscribe

for The

American,

MOTOR BOAT LAWS.

COUNTY NEWS.

Itmrrnetmrni*

I. E. Stanley is in Portland on basinet.
Odd Fellows hall I* undergoing repairs.
J. W. Taylor, of Augusta, 8tate inspector of schools, visited the academy May 2.

Royal

summer.

Howard Dodge is visiting his parents,
Curtis Dodge and wife, after spending the
winter in Boston.

SG POWDER

BA

Mrs. W. I. Partridge will spend the next
two weeks in Boston and Manchester, N.
H., visiting friends.

Absolutory Puro

Abby Partridge

Misses

Beatrice

and

Abram spen* the week-end in Castine, the
guests of Miss Douglass.
The Biuehill laundry will not be open
this season, on account of the ill health of
Miss E. A. .Wacomber, the manager.
Walter E. Stover is home from Quincy,

Used and praised by the most
competent and careful pastry cooks the world over

Mass., where he has been attending the
meeting of the national granite-cutters'
union.

i

The only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of
Tartar—made from grapes

Rev. C. M.Q. Harwood and wife are at
on Union street for the summer. 1 Their’many friends are pleased to
their home
them.

see

and

Bessie
in

hop

the drama and

attended

Carter

Hinckley

Margaret

Misses

Sedgwick last week given by the Brook*
lin high schooL

COUNTY,NEWS.
NORTH CASTINE.
Miss Ada F. Conner is visting in Castine.
Frank Dunbar is home from Brockton,
Mass.

Augusta

Mrs.

port.
Frank

visiting in Bucks-

Leach is

is

Webster

employed

tbe

on

of

Castine,

is

teaching

Perkins district.

in tbe

Arthur P.
bis

visiting

Guilford, of Owl's Head, is
family here.

Capt. George

Dunbar

spending

is

some

time with relatives in Chelsea, Mass.
Ordway and wife are guests of
daughter, Mrs. W. 8. Bridges, in
Penobscot.
Edwin

their

C. M.

Leach, who has been ill of muscuweeks, is improv-

lar rheumatism several

ing slowly.
Mrs.

Eraerton,

Alphonso

recent visitor to her

was a

Percy

of

Bluebill,

daughter,

Mrs.

Ward well.-

Mrs Cora Perkins and

Ellery

son

have

Bandy Point, after a visit
mother, Mrs. Mary Perkins.

returned to
her

Arthur

and

Conner

Ross

visited his brother

to

year's absence because of illness.
Fred Wardwell and wife returned Sunday from a visit to their daughter, Mrs.
Mr. WardPearl Leach, in Penobscot.
well’s friends arc glad that his recovery
from a four-years’ illness is assured.
•

George Sweet, who has made his home
at Capt. J. E. Blodgett’s the past year,
in
home
has gona to the Foresters’

Toronto, Canada.
joyftble trip and

He
his

writes

good

of his

eu-

at

the

usage

home.

PENOBSCOT.

academy, flT. It is planned to continue
the club the coming year on a much large

A

special meeting of

with

The

community

May

L.
_______________

are

guests Harvey Bunker and wife.
Robert McLeod has moved his family to
Portland, where he has employment.

eighty-three

High school has been
days on account of the
cipal, M. C. Foss.

of
•

a

years. Death was the result
paralytic shock which he suffered

bout two weeks

had

before

enjoyed

always

health for his years.

bis

death.

He

remarkably good
Morgrage was a

Mr.

TRUTHFUL ADVERTISING
THE BASIS OF SUCCESS.
Since the Ingredient* Entering Perune
Are Known, It* Power u * Catarrh
Remedy and Tonic ia
Understood.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.—The ac-

ingredients entering

the most

popular household remedy in the
world have been made known to
the public. This means a new era
in the advertising of popular family medicines—Peruna leads.
Peruna contains among other
things, golden seal, powerful in its
effect upon the mucous membranes.
Cedron seed, a rare
medicine and unsurpassed tonic.
Cubebs, valuable in nasal catarrh
and affections of the kidneys and
bladder. Stone root, valuable for
the nerves, mucous membranes
as well as in dropsy and indi-

gestion.

of many colds is
the sudden checking of the unconscious
perspiration by exposure to a change of
temperature. Colds, whether taking the
form of Coryza with sneezing, running
nose, and perhaps sore throat, or with
chilly and feverish symptoms, should
never be
neglected in the earliest
stages, serious illness often results
from such neglect.
It is well to get early to bed, to get
the bod; well warmed, and most important to have the bowels move freely.
There is no safer or better remedy to
use at the beginning of a cold than
“L. F.” Atwood’s medicine. Two to
four teaspoonfuls will quickly relieve
congested conditions, drive out impurities from the system and ward off further trouble. Always keep a bottle in
the house. Any dealer will supply you
for thirty-five cents. If you have
never used them, write today for • free
sample to the I. T. Medicine Oo, Poet-

land,

common

prin-

illness of the

Woodworth, of Bar Harbor, and
Howard Gordon, of Sullivan, were guests
Lisle

cause

a

says:

“I think

your oldest readers, „as
ScanuDoa>Dd wife Sunday.
to have The American
Lloyd Blaisdell will arrive to-day with can
remember.”
his family from^Seattle, Wash., to spend
the

with bis

summer

parents, T. M. Biais-

Abbie Con ary
Harbor.

B.

Mrs.

_

isle;au halt.
The lobster- menj
scarce

report

her father used

very

cents.

She

summer.

Friends of
are

to be out of the

she has

gained

‘hospital at Boston, where

blaze started at

A brisk

Harbor

Duck

Wednesday.*Help was summoned by
telephone from Moore’s Harbor, and a
last

large

crew soon

had it under

fire started from

May

6.

control.

George Carr
Farmers

has

are

ing

for treatment.

move

there

Hacking, who has spent the
Massachusetts, is home.
Greenan, who has been

to work.

May

sar

Nathan Atwood died

N.

7.
EAST

the

purchased

a

em-

in

8.

of

heart

He leaves

failure,
a w

BUCKSPORT.
a

zed

ife and

one

suddenly May 1
eighty-six years.
daughter—Grace.

The funeral was held at the home Friday, Rev. William Forsyth, of Bucksport, officiating.

house

of Lyman Stinson at South Deer Isle, and
will

is home.

Baugor, is home.
George Young has gone to Hull’s Cove

ployed

get his fifty-seven foot launch.
Stinson has

Boston,

Miss Helen

factory, is In town.
J. C. Harmon jhas gone to Winter Har-

Maynard

LAMOINE.

Mrs. Calvin

dine

bor to

in

winter in

Silsby has gone to the Maine

W EST£STONINGTON.
Mahon, superintendent of

in

Mrs. Cyras Abbott, who has been visit-

Carter spent Sunday at the home of
uncle, G. A. Frost.
N. C. Jordan went) togRar Harbor Saturday to visit bis^sonfl Joseph.

Mr.

Frances

ANON.

6.
EABT

in their crops.

general hospital, Bangor,
May 6.

and

Bloomfield Smith, of Lawrence, Maas.,
has opened bis bungalow' for the summer.

Effie

Mrs. Lizzie

from Bar

and

C.

soon.

Many advertisers forget that advertising space in a newspaper is valued acBUCKSPORT.
cording to the circulation of that paper.
John W. Leighton died May 5, at the Advertising space in a journal without
home of Charles Coombs, at Milivale, aged circulation is dear at any price the pubseventy-five years. Mr. Leighton had lisher may demand. Without circulation
made his home here nearly all his life. He there can be no results, and without
was a civil engineer, and was employed
results the moneu which the advertiser
on govemmentfwork’many years.
Of late invests is lost -Leavenworth tKansas)
April

28._

years he has lived here

_*

summers.

Mum.

|

Times.

cast it

case of fire.”
marked!
relate
to lights,
Other regulation*
whistles, fog horna atod bells. Boats of
lea* than twenty-six feet in length must
forward and
carry a combination light
white light aft and a whistle. Boats of
class two, more than twenty-six feet or
less than forty feet in length, must carry
white lights forward and aft and colored
aide light* and whistle, bell and fog born.
Two copies of the pilot rule* must be
on

^

lor

someone,

of the

motor

boat

as

it

may

be

winner. Fill oot the
noffli0M.
and .end it or band it
i„

a

office, a. this may betht®./'*
deaerving ladv t0 .***
handaoroe piano or aome of the
other xtll
**
able prize* enumerated in the
!i.t,
some

Thia contest ia without doubt
the (,*
geat bu*inea»-getting enterprise that
ever been presented to the
people o[
worth and vicinity.
While Thk Ellsworth
Aiuuucui
joy* a good bum mm, nevertbeieM *,
always reaching out after more,and jo
j
preeent method of helping others, w,
bo» *
in return to help ouraelve*. We
Increase our subscription list, and
tbertta
benefit the advertiser.

^

i.T*

upent!

Hemember that ten of our
a*,,
ire interested in this
contest and

leading

chants

give Sfl-vole coupons with every dollar
cash purchase.
Also those who do
»«
fully understand the rules and regulation,
of this contest can call or write thu
oSot
and we will be pleased to go over
th,
proposition with them.
Hemember to bare
with the

They are reliable tradeaproph
coupons.
aa follows:
A. E. Moore, dry goods.
J. A. Mctlown, harnesses, brads tnd ahoaa,
J. P. Kid ridge, stoves.
C. H. I eland, confectionery.
S. K. Whiting, 8. P., grocerii >.
K. O. Moore, druggist.
E. F. Robinson, Jewelry.
11. C. Austin A Co., furniture.
M. F. Wescott, hardware.
Hagerthy, clothing.

Ttmith A

the

Coupon.

Coupon to the Ellsworth
fifteen days from date and it

for TWENTY-FIVE VOTES.

law* may be

From

I'.nib-tin

quired

MOTH PARASITIC.
Wood* of

Director

bulletin

in a

in

relation

American
will count

No money

secured at the custom* office.
UKOWN-TAU,

your friend, trada
who are giving
ife

merchants

Send this
office within

of this

AMKRirts

25 Vote

all motor boats.

.«

re-

with this coupon.

Vote tor

WEDNESDAY. MAY S, litl2.

to the brown-tail

i«ra»ite», says:
“About February *28 appeared a notice
from the Maine agricultural experiment

moth

station concerning a parasite that hibernates in the adult condition in the winter
bown-tail

nest of the

moth.

correspondents

time several

Nominating

Since that
have

recogwinter neats which

Popular

nized that parasite in
they collected and have sent them in to

Blank.

Vote Contest.

the station for verification.

“The station entomologists have cona series of observations on winter
nests collected in various parts of the

11*12.

;

tinued

I

.'Mate, and have more encouragement still
to offer in the fact that nests collected at
Orono
March

hereby

nominate

the last of February began to yield,
9, a second and smaller parasite
numbers.

This

minute

insect,

apparently a species introduced from
Europe about five yeSrs ago and released
in Massachusetts shortly afterward.

is

on

the

little

brown-tail moth

caterpillars

wrbile

they'are

While

they

of

suggest the

name

of

lady worthy to become a candidate in your PopVoting Contest. I present this name with the
distinct understanding and agreement that the editor
shall not divulge my name. This does not obligate
As

measuring only about 1-10 inch in leogth,

feed

or

Address

which has survived the winter in considerable

winter nest in

Phillips

Bernice

It

receptacle and

or

of

blank

of helping

this issue,
tbe offerings of the merchants,
and learn bow you may secure votes for
yourselves or friends.
Use I tie 35-vote coupon in t b is issue snd

sufficient
two, which

the purpose.

serve

a

ular

*

me

the

in the

in any way whatever.

Signed.

the fall, and leave their

they

May

bought afborse.

getting

home

ing

inspect

in

Eighth Page

the Game.

•tarter

In

liead the rules elsewhere in

Besides
suitable

“Unlike its larger relative, which waits
spring before laying her eggs, the
young of this second introduced species

derson.

MARIAVILLE.

will

Beebe, of Clifton, preached in
the Methodist church here Sunday even-

The

_-

sand

mixture of the

bodies shrunken and dried in

grass]fire.

a

1

Sunday
spent Saturday
Brooksville, with Mrt. Phillips’ sister.
Charles Staples and wife, of Ellsworth,
and Mrs. Fred Phillips, of Brookllu, were
in town last week, selling the house and
household goods of the late Mrs. Annette
Staples. The house was sold to Fred An-

she has been confined with scarlet fever.

a

Carter is driving U. F. D. 1 while
George Phillips is taking his vacation.

Mrs.

so as

and

salt

kept in a pail
“Use only in

should be

and

until

is

Curtis

Miss^Mertie Pettee, of Hock-

gladfto.hear

as

ing.

will be commanded

by Capt. J.|L. Chapin.
land,

ago

Rev. Mr.

Yacht Day Dream arrived Friday from
Camden, where she has been overhauled
for the

long

as

Otis

lobsters

price low—eighteen

and

of

one

BURRY.

dell and wife.

May 6.

was

aunt

my

held

ducting these popular voting contests and
at present bss a number of I hem under

Experiment Station.
Director Wood*, of the Maine agriculcuitural experiment station at Orono,

letter to The American accompanying the above clipping. Dr. Palmer
In

her

The Cause of Colds and a Safe Cure.
A

for several

of S. R.

ScDa’isr.ams

tive

closed

the

year of her age.
Mrs. Bent had lived in Milton about
eight years, and before coming here resided with her sister in Cambridge. By
far the larger part of her life was spent,
however, in her birthplace, Bluehill, Me.
She was born April 23, 1S20, daughter of
Haskell Parker.
Frederick and Harriet
For sixty years she resided in Bluehill.
and was prominent in the Congregational
Her husband, whom she surchurch.
vived many years, was Henry Bent. She
leaves two brothers— Andrew, in Mapleton, Me., and Harlow, in Oregon.
Funeral services were held Monday at
Mattapan, and were conducted by Rev.
W. H. Dewart, of Hyde Park. The burial
took place the following day at Bluehill.—
Milton (Mass.) Record.

FRANKLIN.

Jackson Morgrage, a highly-esteemed
citizen, died Wednesday, | May 1, aged

30 at

tn.

At the home of her niece, Dr. Anna C.
Palmer, 51 Houston avenue, Mattnpan,
occurred on Saturday, April 27, the d*>ath
of Mrs. Sarah K Bent, w ho four days previously had completed the ninety-second

1

has the sincere

wife, of Brewer,

May

prescribed.

extinguisher*

quantities, or
is preferable,

Copies

ball, at 2 p.

meaus are

usual

carried

OBITUARY.

Woodlockk.
EAST

Jas. A. Garfield post and the W. R. C.
ill open their meetings at 7 p. m. until

town

J. Sewall Gray, which
occurred at bis home on the Bluehill road
May 2, after a week’s illness from blodd-

family

_

liver the memorial address

shocked to learn of

w as

Reuben Rankin and

6.

|

the sudden death of

Penobscot to
herj brother.

Will Marka and family.

chapter,

Congratulations and all good wishes are
extended to Atthur Perkins and bride,
whose marriage took place at the Methodist parsonage Sunday, April 28.

The

summer

Penobscot

S., will he held Saturday evening.
May 11, for practice. All officers are requested to be present.

ever

\

chemicals,

Rev. Charles Hargrove will preach the
memorial sermon Sunday, May 136, at the
Baptist church, at 10.30 a. m. Rev. Mrs.
Treworgy, of North Sedgw ick, will de-

new

13. E.

of all.

to-day for West

in the

The American thi» week inaugurate*
the greatest voting contest
this section olthe stste. snd

j

H.

6.

Issue, and get in

carrying persons
As to the fire-extinguishing apparatus, ! prixes ol various kinds.

Oct. 1.

automobile.

rar.

sympathy
May 6.

the

a new

Bangor

He drove home from

v»

Bangor Satur-

M. A. Wardwell went to

poisoning.

leaves

May

the Announcement and Particulars on

Read

j

specific

Valuable PriZes

THE AMERICAN AND ELLSWORTH MER
CHANTS GIVE PRIZES.

late that set.
on* which we
In reporting cases of violations of the
motor boat act you should state, wherever believe will arouse ■ great deal ol interest.
possible, the number of persons on board at
This contest will extend over e period of
the time of the violation, and so far as prac90 days, and at tbe close of the conticable, the facts connected with the viola- about
In hllsworth or vicinity
tion, the financial condition of the offender, test some lady
whether be has been reported within the past : will be l he proud possessor of s handsome
five years for violation of the navigation laws
f400 piano.
bis reputation as a careful navigator or !
On page three of tbt* iaaoe will be found
otherwise, and all other particulars which : a full
explanation ol the contest, with the
will assist the department in arriving at a
rule* which will govern it, and a Hat of
Just conclusion in the case.
beautiful and useful auxiliary prises
Violations of section f of the act of June
will be given by the progressive
9.1910, and section «t\ R. 8., are to be re ; which
There are a
ferred to the United States attorney for ap- merchants of the villsge.
propriate action, as this department has no great number of prixes, besides tbe piano,
authority to mitigate or remit the penalty or sny one of which will be well worth winwithdraw prosecution therefor.
ning. and every contestant who gel* ont
Please bear in mind that lights are required ! and makes
sny kind of s hustle will be
sunset
and
between
sunrise;
that
no
only
sure ol winning * handsome prixe, even if
penalty is incurred by s motor boat for not i
she doe* not win tbe piano.
being without equipment unless she is
This contest fs pat on under tbesuspice*
actually navigated, except io the case of |
anchor lights, and that motor boats of class > of the Publisher’s Music Oo„ of Chicago,
who will have charge ol the arrangement*.
one are not required to carry fog horns and
bells.
This company makes a business of con-

no

and Other

The de-

partment has been verr lenient in this
mailer while the law was new, but this
year it will be more strict. The letter to
the collector here is as follows:
The department desires you to give close
attention to the enforcement of the navigaThe
tion laws during the coming season.
motor boat law In particular, has been tn
force nearly two years; ll has been widely
distributed throughout the country, and Ita
requirements ought now to be generally unHereafter the department will
derstood.
hold a stricter accountability those who vio-

the

CONTEST

be Awarded to the Successful Candidates.

way in this and other stale*.
Some popular lady will bare a beautiful
must be carried sufficiently to sustain ;
a
evefjr person on board, whether the boat is piano as tbe result ol this contest, and
have beautiful
number ol other* will
for hire or not.

scale.

Mrs. Annie Davis and children went to
Bluehill to-day for a week's visit with
ber sister, Mrs. Hattie Emerson.

boats.

to motor

Elegant Obermeyer & Sons Piano

The most important regulations are
those relating to life-preservers and fireextingufshing apparatus. Life-preservers

Bernice Yarnum has returned from ;
The district convention of Rebekah
Ellsworth, where she has been employed.
I I'Kigea, composed of Nokomis, of EllsLittle Alice Littlefield, of Castine, is
worth; Mountain, of Biuehill; Center
risiting her grandparents, Moses LittleHarbor, of Brooklin, and the Brooksvlile
and
wife.
field
lodge, will be held at Odd F'ellows hall in
There was a social dance at the town Biuehill Tuesday, May 14. Supper will
Atherton, of be served at 6
ball
Saturday evening.
p. m. and again at midBluehill, furnished music.
night. In the evening there will oe exMiss Hortense Wardwell returned Sun- eraplitication of degree work by Nokomis
F'rsnces
Hdmer, of
day from a few days’ visit in Bluehill with lodge. President
ber sister, Mrs. Ralph Emerson.
Buckaport, will be in attendance.
Miss

Ross Conner and Reuben Devereux have

spend

painted

and

M. A Wardwell and wife have relumed from a vacation spent in Boston.

gone to Seven Hundred Acre island preparatory to a yachting cruise. Mrs. Conner

ceiling put in,

The Biuehill

Dr.

day where he purchased

wife, of Castine,
Sunday, after a

steel walls and

throughout.
dramatic club will hold
open house at town ball Friday evening.
May 10, from 8 to 12 o’clock, and w ant all
friends to be its guests for the evening.
The club his set aside the following donations: Public park fund, flO; cemetery,
$10; Fourth of July, fl5; athletic club of

steamer Anna Belle.

Cynthia Perkins,

The ladies’ sewing circle of the Congregational church will meet in the vestry
May 9. Supper will be served at 5.30 p. I
m.
The vestry has just been repaired, i

Castine. For many years he folowed bis trade as ship-carpenter, later
aking up farming. He was a veteran of
he Civil war. He leaves a widow and six
faildren—Frank and Bradley Morgragc,
>f Castine; Bert Morgrage. of California;
drt. Arthur Connor and Miss Nellie Morrrage. of Castine, and Mrs. Lucy Richard
on, of Brewer. The funeral was held
it the home on Friday afternoon. Rev.
VIr. Lowell officiating.
tative of

applying

those

Nash, of Addison, Is visiting her parents, W. S. Hinckley and wife.
Miss S. S. Harbough, of Sewickley, Pa.,
has opened her cottage, “Ingleside,” for
Mrs, Clarence

the

GREAT VOTING

Kllaworth Custom* Officials Notified
to Knforce the l^aw.
O. W. Tapley, collector of customs at
Ellsworth, has been notified by the bureau
of navigation at Washington strictly to
enforce the navigation laws, especially

BIUEHILL.

appearance.
do all their feeding in the fal!,

Address

winged insects unafter the time for
the caterpillars to become active in the

do not emerge as
til two or three weeks

A

spring.

FITTING MKMOKKL.

propurnuii oi tne mortality oi i
the brown-tail caterpillars id tbeir nests ; To
Perpetuate Memory of Loyul
this winter is due to weather conditions
Women of the Civil War.
and what to this tiny parasite, it is imA monument to the memory of the loyal
possible to stale, but, of ibis we may be
sure, that the parasites have survived the
winter in encouraging numbers so far women of the Civil war will become an
north as Orono, and that their presence
enduring reality if Cougreas enacts into
means the death of at least a part of the
law a joint resolution introduced by Hon.
caterpillars in the winter nests.
“The method recommended previously
Klibu Root, of New York, in the Senate,
for the!release of M. aereus near infested
woodlands would also apply to this, only and Huh. James L. Slaydeu, of Texas, in
as this later parasite is longer in emerging
the House. This project, which has laic
from the nests m the spring, the nests dormant in the minds of the
people for
would need to be preserved iu natural
almost half a century, has been put into
oi^tdoor conditions for about three weeks
after as caterpillars themselves become concrete form by the generosity and paactive. A strip of cotton batting fastened triotism of the commandery of the State
to the outside of the barrel or other rej of Sew York of the Military Order of the
ceptacle in which the brown-tail winter
nests have been placed can be smeared I Loyal Legion of the United States.
with tree tanglefoot so as to trap the
It is not proposed to make the monubrown-tail caterpillars when they begin to
ment merely a remembrance of persons
the
but
crawl,
parasite, becoming winged,
and deeds, not merely a memorial of lifewill fly off unharmed.
“Up to the present time
para- less stone or bronze, but a noble building,
sites of the brown-tail moth, originally full of the
spirit of helpfulness, of tender
established in Massachusetts, ffave been
of hamanc and patriotic dereceived from half a dozen counties in the sympathy,
southwestern part of the State. The re- votion that lived in the women to whom
cent discovery of the smaller species in this monument will be erected. This
Orono gives this locality the record for the
spirit is the spirit of the Red Cross, mod
most northerly range thus far noted. Besides these two important insects which for this reason the memorial is to be given
have already proven their ability to with- I to the Red Cross, in perpetuity, for its
stand Maine winters, many other beneheadquarters in Washington.
ficial predaceous and
insect eneToward the carrying out of this purmies of the gipsy and brown-tail moths
have been started on their career of use- pose, the commandery has pledged Itself
fulness in this country.
to secure and give the sum of |3DO,000, on
“Among theae are some which para- condition that
Congress appropriate an
sitize the freshly-laid eggs; others attack
the caterpillars, and still others tne pupae equal amount as a contribution of the
within their cocoons. Of the numerous United Htates toward the purchase of a
kinds of parasites of the brown-tail which suitable
site io the city of Washington,
and liberated in
have been
the improvement of the grounds, etc.
Massachusetts, five or six different species
Thus the memorial will be made truly naare now apparently firmly established and
two or three others are gaining a foot- tional, the tribute of all the
people to the
hold. Whether they will all spread as
sacred memory of the loyal women of the
far north as Maine and maintain themselves is a matter of much interest and war. The Red Cross, on its part, is to
importance."
agree to secure an endowment fund, the

j

imported

parasitic

imported

to
will be tuiScieni
building for all tif’>e*
tww
At tbe banquet of tbe Loyal Legion
in New York October 4, last, HouJ*®*
I
M. Beck, in urging the creal u of
monument, gasean address frc-m
tbe following tribute ia quoted:
income

ol .which

maintain the

nnii

j

,ultt*
We need not ftar the verdict of ‘bt‘
rbc,e *
to what we now plan to do
'a,°*
many memorial# to the deaUm*4
tbe brave men who. In the four .wart
ot
m\ to !»&, responded to the cu
down *
country and in many cases laid
*■* w0'
Uvea for Its preservation: but not
of commemorative art ia the equal
ta *
of the women of America, who a* truly
aa

<

»'alr,°^
for

their hearts into the great struggle
Union, and who freely gave their lives
tb*
no leas dangerous posts of duty of
w,t
stricken camps which followed
scythe of death the inarch of our

e

^

armlet.
*

*

*

*

C lb*
To tbe mothers who gave their .sons.
^
s.
wives who gave their husbands, to the
w0®e®
who gave their brothers, toJbe
became nurses, to those who in the P’’1'
^
au
their home gave their earnings
^
»
work of their haods. to one and
tcg§
in
and
P*?®1*
erect this noble memorial,

long-deferred debt, let our memorial
beautiful than any memorial known
Let it stand for all that
American history.

woman

has

o*

^
d*

Mr.
Tbe resolution introduced by

and

Mr.

Biayden

c
is tbe first step
toward the accept*
tbe
of

^
^

part of Congress
^
generous proposal
“
York.
Appeal'”*
ol
New
Legion

this

project

doe* to

«U

tb.t

>.

o
memories of tbe
i*
gratitude of tbe young, it
oi
will receive tbe hearty suppMt
toi g
majority of both bouses ot

sacred in tbe

(W
**

^ ^
^ge

“~"~Z hi* be*<L
Who masters bia tongue saves

|

